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Deter unauthorized access to your potable water system!

Reflective Band for Night Time Visibility

The K2 has just two components

1 A ductile iron 1-1/2” pentagon operat-

ing nut extension with a stainless steel
swivel hasp mounts to the hydrant’s
1-1/2” pentagon op nut

When installed both the shell and the
hasp swivel freely and individually. To
operate the hydrant simply remove
the padlock, lift off the outer shell, and
open the hydrant using any box end*
hydrant wrench.

2 A heavy tubular steel outer shell that The op nut extension and the outer

STANDARD PADLOCK
AND OPTIONAL COLORED
REFLECTIVE BAND FOR
FLOW IDENTIFICATION

completely encloses the inner op nut
extension except for the stainless steel
padlock hasp that protrudes through
an opening in the top.

shell are powder painted red for exceptional durability. Assembled K2
lock measures 3” in diameter overall
and 6-1/4” high to the top of the hasp.

The K2 is designed to accept a wide variety of padlocks with shackle
diameters up to and including 5/16” diameter. Keyed-alike breakaway
to standard to high security locks are available from Pollardwater.com.
Breakaway locks have shackles that can be shattered with a hydrant
wrench if keys are not on hand. You pick the lock style that makes
sense for your fire district and surrounding districts.
HIGH SECURITY
PADLOCK WITH
SHROUDED SHACKLE
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PRESIDENT’S Message

Your Board is hard at work
Wayne Wall, WCW President

I had the pleasure of attending
the 2012 MWWA Conference and Exhibition
at the Brandon Keystone Centre January
8-11. MWWA set an attendance record at
this year’s event and now is concerned that
Portage la Prairie may not have enough hotel
rooms in the future. This is a good kind of
problem to have. Congratulations MWWA!
I have attended the Manitoba Conference
every year since 1995, but this time it was
to bring greetings as President of WCW. I
also spoke to the delegates about the new
trade of ‘Water and Wastewater Technician’
that is just getting on its feet in Manitoba.
Shortly after the Manitoba Conference,
it was back to work for a few days and then
off to Calgary for the Western Canada Water
January Board meeting. I am glad to report that
for two solid days, your board worked diligently
to produce a Strategic Plan, approve the annual
budget and learn a bit about how to leverage
social media to improve communications with
our Constituent Organizations, help attract
new people to our industry, and improve public

Al Turner and his able group of volunteers
continue to work and plan for the best possible event
for Water Professionals in Winnipeg this September.
awareness. Keep your eyes on the web page for
news as it develops.
Executive Director Audrey Arisman reports
that the on-line registration module of our
new database is being tested and should be
ready for use in the near future. This should
streamline seminar and workshop registrations
and, once the bugs are worked out, reduce
the workload for staff, freeing them for other
customer service duties.
My employer, the City of Portage la Prairie,
has always been supportive of my involvement
in Manitoba Water and Wastewater
Association and Western Canada Water. They
have also stood strongly behind the education
and certification of Water Professionals. I
am pleased to say that the City of Portage la

Prairie has pledged a $4,000 sponsorship to
the 2012 Western Canada Water Conference
and Exhibition. I hope that other Manitoba
communities take note and support the
advancement of Working Together for Water
by showing their support.
Al Turner and his able group of volunteers
continue to work and plan for the best
possible event for Water Professionals in
Winnipeg this September. Al’s team is made
up of seasoned veterans (old guys) and
exuberant youth (the young folks). Planning
is well under way with much sponsorship
confirmed (see the website) and a great
program being developed. It won’t be all work
– the entertainment committee promises there
will be a bit of fun for one and all.

Weir Minerals Canada
Water & Wastewater Pumps
• Wemco • Hidrostal • Self-Primer • ChopFlow
• Hydrogritter • Roto-Jet • Floway • Split Case
• Non-Clog • and more...
Excellent
Minerals
Solutions

Calgary 403 291 9642
Fort McMurray 780 792 5300
Saskatoon 306 955 1797

www.weirminerals.com
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WASTEWATER DISINFECTION
There are many reasons why the TrojanUV3000Plus ™ is
one of our flagship – and most installed – wastewater
disinfection systems. For instance, it’s modular and
compact, making for easier installation and retrofitting.
It’s effective in several applications, including secondary
effluent disinfection and reuse. And features like
ActiClean ™ sleeve cleaning and long lamp life reduce the
time and money you spend on maintenance.
Proven performance, simple maintenance and reduced carbon
footprint. That’s UV innovation. That’sTrojanUV3000Plus ™.
Have a look at trojanuv.com/3000plus.

EDITORIAL

Managing our water sources
Bill Brant, Editor, W C Water Magazine

Public water supply engineers love to
be challenged with a poor quality water source that
provides lots of opportunities to consider, evaluate and ultimately implement a variety of highly
complex drinking water treatment processes: preoxidation, ballasted floc clarification, membranes,
biologically enhanced filtration, granular activated
carbon adsorption, and so on. The list of potential
technologies is a long one.
But it really is much better when the source of a
community’s water supply is pristine, or at least, of
reasonably good quality. If a community can minimize
what it spends on water treatment, theoretically there
will be more resources to spend on the other end of
the municipal water use cycle, namely wastewater
treatment. That in turn helps to maintain good quality
in downstream water resources, for the benefit of
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downstream users and the environment in general.
Managing water sources and their contributing
watersheds is a growing field of activity in Western
Canada and around the world. This issue of Western
Canada Water magazine focuses on this topic. We
may enjoy the proximity of vast freshwater resources
throughout much of our region, but it needs to be
well managed and appropriately protected. The
articles speak to that, and provide some insights as
to what water professionals across our region are
doing to preserve and enhance water quality.
Western Canada Water magazine still relies on a
team of volunteers to pull together the editorial content, and on an even wider army of contributors who
write most of the articles, news items and reports
that fill the pages. We encourage WCW Constituent
Organization members to submit unsolicited material.

It makes the Editorial Committee’s job easier if we
don’t have to go searching and arm-twisting, to get
material each quarter.
Consider the benefits of having your name –
and your employer’s name – in print, as the author
of an article. It enhances career advancement,
promotes business development, and helps secure
valuable professional development points which
most of us need to maintain the validity of our personal professional certifications and registrations.
At a minimum, consider forwarding a “News from
the Field” item about a promotion, change in career, or
project assignment. Or if you aware of a colleague who
is going through a career change or retiring, pass that
along as well. Don’t be shy and don’t be overly modest
– you are a water professional and what you are
doing counts. Let the rest of us know about it!

Click here to return to Table of Contents

CALENDAR of events

2012
April
18

18

26
SWWA Supervisory Training in
Water-Wastewater Workshop
Saskatoon), SK
www.swwa.ca
MWWA Lagoon Workshop
Stonewall MB
www.mwwa.net

18-19 AWWOA Entry Level Training
Calgary, AB
awwoa.ab.ca
18-19 AWWOA Water Well
Operation and Maintenance
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ab.ca
24

MWWA Leak Detection Workshop
Brandon MB
www.mwwa.net

21-25 BCWWA Annual Conference-Trade Show
Penticton, BC
www.bcwwa.org
22-24 41st Annual WEAO Technical
Symposium-OPCEA Exhibition
The Ottawa Convention Centre,
Ottawa, Ontario
http://weao.org/
25

SWWA Filter Maintenance Workshop
Saskatoon, SK
www.swwa.ca

SWWA Swabbing/Flushing/Preventative
Maintenance Workshop
Kipling, SK
www.swwa.ca

7

AWWOA Small Water System Operations
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ab.ca

8

AWWOA Small Wastewater System
Operations
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ab.ca

7-8

AWWOA Water Distribution Systems
Lethbridge, AB
awwoa.ab.ca

9

SWWA Pump Maintenance Workshop
North Battleford, SK
www.swwa.ca

9

MWWA Drinking Water Theory and Optimizing
your testing Workshop
Winnipeg MB
www.mwwa.net

9-10

AWWOA Filter Surveillance
Calgary, AB
awwoa.ab.ca

25-26 AWWOA Water Well
Operation and Maintenance
Peace River, AB
awwoa.ab.ca
23-24 AWWOA Level I
Certification Preparation Part “A”
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ab.ca
30

APC Regulations Seminar – Regulations
from the Source to the Receiving Stream
Edmonton
www.wcwwa.ca

May
2

SWWA Hydrant
and Valve Maintenance Workshop
Prince Albert, SK
www.swwa.ca

3

SWWA PLC
and SCADA Workshop
Saskatoon, SK
www.swwa.ca

4

SWWA Hydrant
and Valve Maintenance Workshop
Moose Jaw, SK
www.swwa.ca

10-11 AWWOA Wastewater
Collection Systems
Lethbridge, AB
awwoa.ab.ca
14 -15 AWWOA Level I Certification Preparation
Part “B”
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ab.ca

Making Bleach Made Easy
• Low Cost Hypochloride
• Enhanced Performance
• Small Footprint
• Safe

• Vertical V-Ray Cell Design
• Immediate Hydrogen Removal
• Reduce Scaling
• Low Maintenance

For more information contact:

Toll Free: 1-800-663-5841 Telephone: 604-596-5522
www.smithcameron.com
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CALENDAR of events

16

SWWA Lagoon Operation-Maintenance
Workshop
White City, SK
www.swwa.ca

16-17 AWWOA Support Systems-Applied Math
Certification Preparation
Calgary, AB
awwoa.ab.ca
22

SWWA Safe Handling of Chemicals
Workshop
Kipling, SK
www.swwa.ca

14-15 AWWOA Water Meters: Selection,
Installation, Testing-Maintenance
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ab.ca
18-19 AWWOA Water Distribution Systems
Red Deer, AB
awwoa.ab.ca
21-22 AWWOA Wastewater
Collection Systems
Red Deer, AB
awwoa.ab.ca
28

28-29 AWWOA Hydrant Maintenance and
Repair
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ab.ca
31

MWWA Safe Handling
of Sodium Hypochlorite and Chlorine
Workshop
Selkirk, MB
www.mwwa.net

31AWWOA Hydrant
June 1 Maintenance and Repair
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ab.ca

Canadian Water Summit
Calgary, AB
http://watersummit.ca/

July
18-20 WEF - Stormwater Symposium 2012
Baltimore, MD
www.wef.org/Stormwater2012/

A more complete list of operator association
training can be found on the
Events Calendar on the WCW website www.wcwwa.ca/rakbase/calendar/miniCa/Year.php

June
3-6

WEF - Collection Systems 2012:
Show Me the Green Confluence of Planning,
Implementation, and Regulations
St. Louis, MO
www.wef.org/CollectionSystems/

7

MWWA Principles-Practices of Drinking
Water Chlorination Workshop
Brandon, MB
www.mwwa.net

8

MWWA 2012 Golf Tournament
CFB Shilo, MB
www.mwwa.net/

10-14 AWWA – Annual Conference
and Exposition 2012
Dallas, TX
http://apps.awwa.org/EbusMain/
Default.aspx?TabID=177
&ProductId=28099
11-12 AWWOA Water Meters: Selection,
Installation, Testing-Maintenance
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ab.ca

Click here to return to Table of Contents
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NEWS from the Field

Edmonton, AB
Three proponents have been shortlisted for the Alberta government’s Evan-Thomas Water
Treatment and Wastewater Treatment Facility public-private partnership (P3) project.
“The number of quality industry candidates responding to this competition demonstrates
that Alberta’s P3 delivery model continues to be a viable option for providing public
infrastructure,” said Jeff Johnson, Minister of Infrastructure. “As we move forward, our focus
will be on finding value for Alberta taxpayers in the delivery of this state-of-the-art water
treatment and wastewater treatment facility in Kananaskis Country.”
A Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for the Evan-Thomas Water Treatment and Wastewater
Treatment Facility project, issued in September, resulted in eight submissions. Following an
extensive evaluation, three teams, providing design, construction, financing, and operations
and maintenance services for the project, have been invited to participate in the Request for
Proposals (RFP) stage. They are EPCOR, Plenary Environment, and SNC Lavalin/Black & Veatch.
The successful proponent should be named in May 2012. They will be responsible for
partial financing, design, and construction of the facility. Once completed, they will operate
and maintain the facility for 10 years, while ownership of the facility remains with the
Province. Construction and upgrades of the Evan-Thomas Water Treatment and Wastewater
Treatment facility is expected to be complete in October 2013.

London, ON
An agreement has been signed (subject to regulatory approval) under which Salsnes Filter AS
of Namsos, Norway will join the Trojan Technologies group of businesses.
Salsnes Filter’s patented filter technology removes particles from municipal and industrial
process water. Industries such as food, paper, cruise lines and aquaculture use the fully
automated treatment technology to treat effluent, improve the quality of influent or enhance
the utilization of raw materials. Salsnes Filter is also an alternative to a primary settling stage
for a traditional chemical/biological treatment facility or preventing membrane bioreactor (MBR)
fouling. Salsnes Filter will operate as one of the Trojan Technologies group of businesses.
Founded in 1991, Salsnes Filter is represented in many countries and will continue to
operate out of Namsos with production facilities in Salsnes, Norway.
For more information, visit www.trojanuv.com.

Moose Jaw, SK
Joseph (Joe) Urbanoski of Providence Place in Moose Jaw, formerly of Yorkton, passed away on
January 16, 2012 at the age of 81. Joe was born in 1930 in the Willowbrook district of Saskatchewan. He worked in Public Works for over 35 years as a Town Foreman in various communities
in Saskatchewan including Humboldt, La Ronge and Tisdale, where he retired. Joe was active
in the Saskatchewan Public Works Association serving as a Board Member, Vice President and
President. He was a Honourary Life Member of the WCW (over 40 years of service) and was a
recipient of both the H.M. Bailey Award (1993) and the Al Reimer Award (1996).
After retiring, Joe and wife Joyce returned to their roots, living in Yorkton until Joyce
passed away in May 2008. Joseph later moved to Moose Jaw and lived the last few years of
his life in Guardian Grove at Providence Place.
Joe leaves to celebrate his life and cherish his memory four children: Charlene (Jim) Lind,
Foster (Judy) Urbanoski, Wendy Urbanoski and Gary Urbanoski; three grandchildren, Shawn,
Joshua (Aletha) and Matthew; four great grandchildren, Jade, Kaden, Brayden and Lucas; as
well as numerous relatives and family friends.
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Saskatoon, SK
Associated Engineering is
pleased to announce that
Mark Keller has joined
its Saskatoon office as a
Senior Project Manager in
the Water / Environmental Group. He will
also serve as a Water Treatment Specialist
with AE’s subsidiary company, ATAP Infrastructure Management. Mark has over 28
years of experience including a thorough
understanding of water and wastewater treatment and regulations, project
management, and strong analytical and
computer skills related to water chemistry
and process evaluation and refinement.
Mark is an active member of AWWA and
WCW. Mark was the recipient of the H.G.
Lindsten Award in 1999 for his many years
of service as a WCW Committee member.
He currently serves as Past President with
Western Canada Water and holds a Level
IV Operator Certification in both Water
and Wastewater.

Edmonton, AB
NAIT has announced the scholarship
recipients of the $500 AWWOA and
WCW awards. They are:
Edmonton’s Andrew Printer, a
second semester student in the Water
and Wastewater Technician program
who obtained a 96.92% average in first
semester; and Calgary’s Xueyan Zhou,
a second semester student in the Water
and Wastewater Technician program
who compiled a 92.78% average in first
semester.
NAIT’s Scholarships & Bursaries
Coordinator April Grindheim said,
“We are fortunate to see the impact
your scholarships have on students;
knowing the assistance you provide
to our students helps them to obtain
present and future goals. You are a vital
link to the success of NAIT and we truly
appreciate your involvement.”
Congratulations Andrew and Xueyan!

Click here to return to Table of Contents

NEWS from the Field

Calgary, AB
Golder Associates Ltd. has been
named one of the Ten Best Companies
To Work For 2012 by the Financial
Post and Mediacorp Canada Inc. This
distinguished listing recognizes Canadian
companies that offer outstanding career
advancement opportunities along with
leading-edge employee perks and
benefits.
This marks a second appearance
on the Financial Post list for Golder
Associates, an employee-owned
engineering, consulting, design, and
construction services firm with offices
across Canada.
“We are very grateful and proud of
this achievement,” says Mark Brightman,
President of Golder Associates. “We
have the kind of work environment
that promotes teamwork and allows
everyone to excel. Our people truly enjoy
doing challenging work with interesting
clients. And as a 100% employee-owned
company, every one of our people is
able to participate in and share in the
rewards of a successful, dynamic, global
organization.”

Ottawa, ON
The Canadian Water and Wastewater Association (CWWA) would like to announce that T.
Duncan Ellison is supporting the CWWA by providing interim Executive Director services until
a new individual has been selected. Duncan has served the Association for over 16 years as
Executive Director, retiring in 2010. During his time as Executive Director, Duncan was a tireless
advocate for the development of good policy and standards in the water and wastewater
industry, and a most effective director of the association. Even during retirement, Duncan has
remained an active member of the industry, and an active supporter of CWWA. The CWWA
Board of Directors has commenced its search for a new Executive Director and expects a
selection by the end of April.
The Board wants all members and association partners to know that its highest focus will
continue to be on the services and supports that it provides. The Board wants to assure you
there will be no compromise in these services, and you can expect another full year of program
delivery, including updates on federal policy and industry activity, active technical committees,
and your interests being represented at the national level.
If you wish to contact the Board on any matter, please contact Dan Limacher, CWWA
President, by email at Dan.Limacher@Calgary.ca. The CWWA office is always ready to answer
questions as well at (613) 747-0524 or email at admin@cwwa.ca.

Burlington, ON
ABB Measurement Products is pleased to announce the appointment of Metcon Sales and
Engineering Ltd. as the new representative for ABB Instrumentation in the province of Manitoba.
Metcon was founded in 1985 and has been servicing and supporting both the industrial
and municipal markets during this time. Metcon combines technical and process expertise and
dedication to customer service to provide the best solutions and products.
ABB Measurement Products offers instrumentation and analytical solutions to enable
industrial and energy customers to operate more efficiently and profitably. The ABB Group of
companies operates in around 100 countries and employs about 120,000 people.

Consulting Professional Engineers
specializing in:
- Water Supply
- Treatment and Distribution
- Wastewater Collection
- Treatment and Disposal
- Solid Waste Management
- Land Development
- Roadways
- Curbing & Drainage

Bullée Consulting Ltd.
3550 Taylor Street East
Saskatoon, SK S7H 5H9
Phone: (306) 477-2822
Fax: (306) 955-3755
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Distributors For
Hayward, George Fischer, Snyder/RTS, Chemkor,
Tri-Pack, Strongwell, Simona

Plastics For Today’s Industry
Web Catalogue www.fabcoplastics.com
Fabco Plastics Western Limited
Phone 780.451.0238 Toll Free 800.661.7926
Email: edmonton@fabcoplastics.com
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Name:

Gordon Putz

Position:

Professor in the Department of Civil and
Geological Engineering, College of Engineering,
University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon

Core Function:

Main challenges in current position:

I teach undergraduate and graduate classes; conduct research in sanitary and
environmental engineering; and manage the admissions and the administration
of graduate programs in the Department of Civil and Geological Engineering

Student enrolment in the College of Engineering at the University of
Saskatchewan has grown enormously over the past four to five years. It has
been a challenge to maintain a close relationship between students and
educators, and hands-on laboratory/practicum based programs that have
been strengths of the programs within the College of Engineering at the
University of Saskatchewan. With the assistance of many industry partners
and practicing engineers that provide valuable input into our programs and
mentorship to our students, we are meeting those challenges.

Born and raised:

Born in Regina, I was primarily raised in Moose Jaw (grade 2 to grade 12).
Education/Training Highlights:

Water Sciences Technology Diploma, Saskatchewan Institute of Applied
Arts and Sciences, 1973
B.Sc., Civil Engineering, University of Alberta, 1980
M.Sc., Environmental Engineering, University of Alberta, 1983
Ph.D., Environmental Engineering, University of Alberta, 1996
A typical day on the job:

I have teaching and administrative duties, and I’m expected to develop
and maintain an active research program. A typical day includes some or
all of the following activities:
• Presentation of one or two lectures;
• Responding to undergraduate and graduate student questions on
lecture materials, assignments, and term projects;
• Advising graduate students regarding their research projects;
• Responding to graduate admissions inquiries and administration issues;
• Reviewing research reports and papers;
• Writing research reports/papers in collaboration with graduate students
and research partners;
• Meeting with research partners; and
• Attending administrative and planning meetings within the Department,
College and University.
Views on current position:

I enjoy the freedom of an academic position. I can pursue my own research
interests, manage my own time and set my own goals. I like working with
and mentoring engineering students. I attend graduation and convocation every year and take a great deal of pride in seeing each new group of
engineering graduates enter the profession.
History in the industry:

First, I worked at the Alberta Research Council and the University of
Alberta in research support positions. After completing my master’s degree
I worked for several years in industry as a project engineer on water and
wastewater engineering studies and infrastructure projects. Then I joined
the U of S over 26 years ago.
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Career highlights:

I’ve received a few awards and honours including Fellow of the Canadian
Society for Civil Engineering, NSERC Synergy Award as a member of the
FORWARD research project and WEF 4S Society. I’ve been the technical
program chair/co-chair at the last three WCW Conferences held in Saskatoon, and I have enjoyed this role enormously. Perhaps more significantly,
I’ve contributed to the training of approximately 1,700 engineering students
who have passed through my classes over the years.
Advise on having a successful career:

Seek out positions that are challenging, enjoyable (but not necessarily
everyday) and rewarding intellectually. Take every opportunity to continue
learning and developing (old dogs can learn new tricks). Work with others
from a variety of disciplines. There is a lot more to success than simple
financial reward.
Time away from work:

I like to relax and unwind on weekends – nothing extravagant though.
I enjoy watching movies and listening to music, attending concerts and
plays and having dinner with friends or family. If the Riders are playing I
never miss a game, although over the past season I did not find that activity particularly relaxing.
My hero:

I’ve been fortunate to have a number of strong mentors who have
influenced me over my career. In particular, I credit Dr. Dan Smith of the
University of Alberta who has been my friend and mentor for over three
decades. Dan has made an incredibly strong contribution to research and
the development of water and wastewater engineering education at the
U of A and in Canada as a whole. I’ve always strived to emulate his work
ethic, professionalism and dedication to the engineering profession. I am
very proud to be one of several of his former Ph.D. students who currently
teach at universities in Canada.
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NEW PRODUCT Showcase

Echologics enhances LeakTuner(TM)
Echologics, a leading developer of acoustic-based technologies for
water loss management, leak detection, and pipe condition assessment,
has enhanced its acoustic leak listening device, LeakTuner(TM), to increase
the technology’s ability to help utilities precisely locate leaks in water distribution pipelines without breaking ground or disrupting service.
The enhancement includes a wider range of frequency settings that
municipal workers can choose from to further reduce both electronic ‘white’
noise as well as ambient background noise when using LeakTuner to test for
leaks. Using LeakTuner, workers listen for leaks through headsets that connect
to acoustical sensors, which are directly attached to pipes, hydrants, valves
or fittings. By reducing ambient and electronic noise, LeakTuner improves
a user’s ability to clearly hear leak sounds with reduced interference from
background noise, so even relatively quiet leaks can be heard more easily on
pipes of nearly all sizes and materials, including asbestos cement, copper,
galvanized steel, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), concrete, ductile iron and cast iron.
“The level of noise created by a leak differs according to pipe material,” said Marc Bracken, VP and General Manager of Echologics. “A
leak on a plastic or asbestos cement pipe is relatively quiet and difficult to
detect compared to a leak of the same size on a metallic pipe. By enabling
users to adjust frequency settings to match leak noise frequencies of
specific types of pipe material and eliminate background noise, LeakTuner
provides municipalities with a non-invasive device they can use to detect
leaks that other technologies may fail to find.”

Echologics is a subsidiary of Mueller
Water Products, Inc., a leading North
American manufacturer and marketer
of products and services that are used
in the transmission, distribution and
measurement of safe, clean drinking water, and in water treatment facilities.
Water service providers across North America, and in Europe, South Africa,
Asia and Australia have leveraged Echologics’ technologies to prioritize
pipeline rehabilitation and replacement plans; and reduce water loss in all
classes of pipes, for diameters ranging from 100 mm to 2.74 m.

Supplying Quality Products For Over Fifty Years
Liquid Alum – Dry Alum
Sulphuric Acid
Aqua Ammonia
Certified to
N.S.F./ANSI
Standard 60

Box 62037, 104 Regent Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R2C 5G2
Plant: 595 Gunn Road

Phone: (204) 222-3276
Fax: (204) 224-0562
Email: border@borderchemical.com

INTERNATIONAL CORROSION CONTROL INC.
INTERPROVINCIAL CORROSION CONTROL COMPANY LTD.
Industry Leaders … since 1957

Specializing in the science
of corrosion prevention, ICCC
has been providing high quality
products and engineering services
for the Cathodic Protection/Corrosion
Control industry for over 50 years.
Magnesium & Zinc Anodes •
Impressed Current Anodes •
Rectifiers/Junction Boxes •
Pipeline Cleaning Swabs •
Cadweld/Thermoweld Products •
Monolithic Isolating Joints •
Pipeline Coatings •
Contact ICCC for competitive
pricing and “on-time” delivery.

PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
OUR LATEST CERTIFICATION

E-mail: Contact@Rustrol.com
Central Fax: 905-333-4313

www.Rustrol.com
Click here to return to Table of Contents
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MSSA MEMBER Profile

GENIVAR a proud supporter of MSSA and WCW
GENIVAR is one of the largest engineering service providers in
Canada. Its original predecessor firms were established in Quebec in
1959. The company’s formation was followed by numerous acquisitions
of other firms, first in Quebec and then throughout Canada. Over 75
acquisitions have been completed. As of early 2011, the firm employed
about 5,000 staff in Canada, and had offices in nearly 100 towns and
cities from the Atlantic to the Pacific. There is also an international
operation with about 450 staff. The firm provides services in planning,
architecture, the environmental sciences and virtually all engineering
disciplines. Primary market sectors are municipal infrastructure,
environment, transportation, buildings, industrial and energy. Projects
range in size from very small to very large, including multi-million dollar
designs for complex facilities.
GENIVAR’s presence in the Prairie Provinces was originally established
through predecessor firms like EXH, Cochrane, SEG, Wiebe Environmental, Phoenix, Bearsden and Beaubien Glover Maskell. Most of these firms
had local histories going back to the mid-1970s. GENIVAR operates from
26 Prairie offices in 20 communities across Alberta, Saskatchewan and
Manitoba. These Prairie offices currently employ about 700 engineers,
technologists, scientists, planners and support staff.
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The company’s staff plan,
design and bring to completion a wide range of projects that recognize sustainable development and
integrated design principles throughout project development. Its multidisciplinary team has extensive knowledge, experience and creativity to
develop effective and efficient short- and long-term solutions to the challenges faced by its clients. Primary sectors include municipal infrastructure,
environment, buildings, transportation, industrial and energy.
GENIVAR’s presence in the water and wastewater field is especially
notable, as many team members have been very active in WCW and its
constituent organizations (COs): Bill Brant, Dennis Rutten and Bob Brockmeyer are past Presidents of WCW. Ross Webster and Jeff Halliday are very
active in WCWEA. Many senior Manitoba staff members are either past or
current volunteer lecturers at MWWA’s annual Operators School. They have
presented many technical papers at conferences and seminars organised
by WCW and its COs. Bill Brant has been the driving force behind WCW
Magazine for its entire 16-year history. With its heavy involvement in
WCW, and recognizing that MSSA represents firms in both the supply and
services sectors, GENIVAR has chosen to be an MSSA member. The firm is
proud to support all WCW activities and objectives.
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www.awifilter.com

30
YEARS

At AWI we focus on granular media water filtration. We have over
thirty years of experience working with consulting engineers and
water plant operators providing filter optimization solutions. We
provide the technical expertise, products and services to improve
water treatment processes for industrial and municipal water
and wastewater treatment plants.

1-866-755-7377

2012
WCWAnnual Conference & Exhibition
Winnipeg, September 18-21,2012

You are Invited
to attend the 64th Annual Western Canada
Water Conference and Exhibition to be
held at the Winnipeg Convention Centre
September 18 to 21, 2012.
The planning committee is well on its
way to put together a diverse set of
papers, workshops and tours in the
theme of WATER Treat it Right.
Conference Hotel:

Delta Winnipeg
See advertisement for hotel reservation
information or reserve online at
www.deltawinnipeg.com/0912west002

Water

Treat itRight
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General Conference Inquiries
Al Turner, aeturner@shaw.ca

GOLD SPONSORS

Sponsorship Inquiries
Alfred Beghin
al.beghin@stantec.com
Conference Exhibition Inquiries
Paul Ferreira
paul.ferreira@wolseleyinc.ca
Technical Program Inquiries and Information
Water Program
Wastewater Program
Linda McCusker
Brian Station
lmccusker@winnipeg.ca bstation@winnipeg.ca

Important Dates
Deadline for receipt of abstracts for selected papers

March 9, 2012

SILVER SPONSOR

Paper Acceptance Notification

May 4, 2012

Final Paper Submission
for inclusion in Conference Proceedings

EXHIBITION LUNCHEON
SPONSOR

June 29, 2012

Look for more information on registration, speakers,
workshops, tours, guest programs, entertainment and
networking in the next issue of Western Canada
Water magazine or on-line at

www.wcwwa.ca

WEF LUNCHEON
SPONSOR
City of
Portage la Prairie

WCS AWWA LUNCHEON
SPONSOR

PORTFOLIOS

LANYARDS

Our industry is responsible for

the mostessentialelement
tolifeonEarth.
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WELCOME HOME
DELTA WINNIPEG IS PROUD TO WELCOME ATTENDEES OF THE
WESTERN CANADA WATER CONFERENCE - SEPTEMBER 18-21, 2012

Thank you for choosing Delta Winnipeg! We are pleased to
offer the attendees of the 2012 Western Canada Water Conference
the following rates:
ROOM TYPE
ROOM RATE
Delta Room
Premier Room

$123.00
$148.00

Signature Club

$198.00

Rates quoted are per room, per night, single or double occupancy
and based on availability at time of reservation.

METHOD OF RESERVATION
Reservations can be made by calling the Reservations
Department at 1-888-311-4990, by faxing to (204) 943-4627 or
emailing their request to win.reservations@deltahotels.com.
Requests must specifically include clarification of attendance of the
Western Canada Water Conference to qualify for the rate.

Contact Delta Winnipeg reservations:
1-888-311-4990
350 St. Mary Avenue, Winnipeg, MB R3C 3J2
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Hydra-Stat
Polymer Activation Validation System
Real time monitoring of polymer activation
Determine optimal polymer maturation time (better operation)
Prevent process downtime (related to poor activated polymer)
Optimizes polymer consumption

HYDRA-POL™
Polymer Make-Up System
Complete & Flexible Solution
for Dry Polymer Activation
Easy operator set-up

Full activation level display

www.johnmeunier.com
instrumentation@johnmeunier.com

110 Selkirk Place
Leduc, Alberta
T9E 0L5
T : 905 286 4846
F : 905 286 5805

WORkINg in Water

greg grueber

Utilities Supervisor
C it y

of

St. A lbert

Experience
I have been involved in the water distribution
and wastewater collection system for 12 years,
beginning as a casual employee in the Water
and Sewer Branch. Through self-motivation I
became engaged in the certification process and
have been a certified level 4 operator WD/WWC
since 2007. My experience includes operating,
maintaining, and repairing all aspects of St.
Albert’s water, sanitary, and storm infrastructure
and operating all associated equipment including
heavy equipment. I have been a Supervisor in the
Utilities Branch for six years and provide support
and direction for all distribution and collection
staff, and have been a Public Works resource for
other city departments and external stakeholders.
Education/Training
My educational background includes three years
of a Bachelor of Science degree, numerous college
and technical courses, including AWWOA, and
Sacramento. I attend conferences and seminars for
both the AWWOA and WCW, and find these as
an excellent conduit for learning new information,
discussing challenges and solutions with peers,
and establishing contacts with other municipalities.
The City of St. Albert provides various internal and
external training opportunities. I utilize these training resources to ensure staff maintain certification
requirements and embrace life long learning and
development. I’m also a strong supporter of training and believe a hands-on approach is vital for our
junior or less-experienced staff to acquire the necessary skills to operate our systems competently.
Typical Day
Being a resource for a large variety of stakeholders, it’s always important to manage priorities
and ensure your core responsibilities are handled.
A typical day would include managing a myriad
of preventative maintenance programs (the life
blood of a properly operating system); responding
to municipal emergencies; and providing support
for Engineering, other Public Works Branches, and
22 | Western Canada Water | Spring 2012

contractors. My crews are professional and experts
in their field and are always willing to take on new
challenges. They often ‘think outside the box’ and
are very adaptable to whatever comes their way.

infrastructure. A good cross-training program
and competent graduates from programs such
as NAIT’s Water and Wastewater Technician
program have a long-term benefit.

Job Satisfaction
As my career has progressed, I realize that my job
satisfaction comes from different places. When I
was on the construction crew a good day meant
no leaks, proper compaction, and the knowledge
that some poor soul doesn’t have to fix it after
my crew is done. Now, satisfaction comes from
the knowledge that the infrastructure is being
operated safely and correctly, repaired promptly,
the necessary planning is occurring for the future,
and staff are achieving their levels of satisfaction
as well. A happy crew can do wonders.

Away from Work
Away from work my main interests are music,
travel and tinkering. I’ve been plucking on the
guitar for 21 years and would like to expand my
playing skills into other styles – I wouldn’t mind
teaching myself the lap steel guitar and bass. I’ve
been married to my sweetheart for 10 years and
together we hit the different corners of the globe
whenever possible. Soon, the travel bug will be
put to bed for awhile because, as I write this,
we’re two weeks away from having our first child.

Challenges
Over the last few years there seems to be a
slow depletion of experienced operators in an
industry that is rapidly becoming more complex
and requiring greater attention to legislation
and regulation. As experienced staff retires or
moves elsewhere career-wise, there is no pause
on the demands of the public or an expanding

schol arship

Message to Young People
Every day I come to work I enter a place where
great things happen. As water and wastewater
operators, we are the stewards that keep the
veins and arteries of our cities, towns, and plants
functioning. I encourage youth to turn their eyes
towards what we do. They can be leaders in our
field. It is our responsibility to catch their attention and help them make this career a goal.

For future water and
wastewater operators

A Message from Craig Kelman & Associates, publishers of Western Canada Water:
To demonstrate our admiration and respect for the industry association, Western Canada
Water, its members and the water industry as a whole, we have established a yearly
educational scholarship of $500 to be funded through a percentage of advertising sales
generated in the association’s namesake magazine, Western Canada Water.
On behalf of our professional publishing team and our advertisers who use the pages of
Western Canada Water to convey their important messages, we offer this scholarship to
a deserving individual who is or will be studying to become a water and/or wastewater
operator in one of the Prairie Provinces.
Please visit the Western Canada Water website, click “Careers” and then “Scholarship” for
more details and a scholarship application form – www.westerncanadawater.ca.
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Global
Technologies,
Local Solutions.
Degremont Technologies offers trusted, globally proven solutions
for your water treatment challenges.

www.degremont-technologies.com
HeaDworks | BiologiCal | separaTions | MeMBranes | oxiDaTion DisinfeCTion | BiosoliDs | inDusTrial sysTeMs

InfIlco
Represented by PSI Pipeline International, Inc.
315-1859 Spyglass Place • Vancouver, BC V5Z 4K6 Canada
Phone: (604) 681-7473

Water and Sewer Servicing
in Yellowknife, NWT 2011
Servicing a new development
complete with underground
water, and sewer is no easy task
anywhere in Canada, but the
difficulty goes up a notch or two
when the ground is solid rock
and the construction season is
very short. Such is the servicing in
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories.
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GENIVAR, a Canadian leader in
the Water and WasteWater seCtor
5,000 staff working in over 100 canadian locations
BUILDINGS · MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE · TRANSPORTATION
INDUSTRIAL & ENERGY · ENVIRONMENT
Winnipeg 204.477.6650 Saskatoon 306.665.6223
Regina 306.585.1990 Red Deer 1.800.463.6394
Edmonton/Sherwood Park 1.780.410.6740
15 other offices in Alberta
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www.genivar.com
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The finished hydrant vault is a $45,000 capital investment, but its design
and
the construction techniques to build them have developed over 30 years
in
water and sewer work in Yellowknife. Once covered, all that is visible
is the
hydrant and the manhole cover.
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MINISTER’S
S Foru
Forum

Watershed protection in Manitoba through
integrated watershed management

By the Honourable Gordon Mackintosh, Manitoba Minister of the Department of Conservation and Water Stewardship

The year 2011 was an extremely
challenging one for the people who manage
our water. Let me begin by describing the
challenges and then explain the measures we
are taking to meet them.
The Manitoba flood of 2011 will be
long-remembered – it was unprecedented
in magnitude, duration, and geographic
extent and of course, it was extremely rare
in that many regions experienced flooding
not expected except once every 300 years
or so. Even before waters began to recede
and while recovery efforts were continuing,
a large part of southern Manitoba began to
experience drought conditions due to lack
of rainfall. At the same time, significant
loads of phosphorus and nitrogen flowed
to Lake Winnipeg, moved off the landscape
with rainfall and snowmelt and out of our
cities, pushing the lake towards greater
eutrophication. Lake Winnipeg is the world’s
10 th largest freshwater lake and located solely
within Manitoba’s borders.
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I am very much looking forward to
embarking on the development of a new provincewide surface water management strategy
Not unexpectedly, during recent periods of
high rainfall, the demand for drainage continues,
in some cases further reducing wetlands on the
landscape. It is estimated that, similar to other
prairie provinces, approximately 70% of the
natural wetlands that once existed in central and
southern Manitoba have been lost over the past
decades and so too has their ability to buffer
small to medium floods, to retain nitrogen and
phosphorus, carbon and sediment on the landscape, to replenish aquifers, and to retain water
on the landscape during periods of drought.
Studies clearly demonstrate that during
periods of high precipitation, nutrient loading to
Lake Winnipeg increases which corresponds to
periods of increased algae growth. When more
water leaves a watershed during periods of high

runoff, it naturally takes with it materials from
the landscape and, in the rich prairie agricultural lands, this includes more phosphorus and
nitrogen. This is made much worse when such
nutrients are applied in excess of annual crop
removal rates and when left behind unused in
the soil, are vulnerable to runoff with spring
melt or summer storm events.
Climate change forecasts suggest Manitoba
will see increased frequency of severe weather
events in the future. While average annual
precipitation may not change, it is expected to
occur during increasingly brief and severe events.
Consequently, what has been faced in 2011 and
in past years may be the ‘new normal’ – serious
flooding sometimes followed by drought.
Resilience to flooding, protection of wetlands, water quality, and watershed management are all inextricably linked.
Much work has been done in Manitoba
to put in place a system of integrated
watershed management plans. Within our 18
conservation districts (a partnership between
the province and local municipalities), 24
integrated watershed management plans are
either complete or underway. The process of
developing integrated watershed management
plans bring together watershed residents, local
government officials, and provincial, federal,
academic, and non-governmental scientists and
specialists, to set a vision for each watershed
consistent with the overall Provincial objectives,
and charts a course to implement that vision
at the local level with each to be revisited after
about five years.
Integrated surface water management is
grounded in the principle of shared governance.
Click here to return to Table of Contents

Municipal councils and local watershedbased groups should be fully engaged with
provincial decision-makers in identifying issues,
setting priorities and undertaking action.
The empowerment of local watershed-based
boards has been accomplished in Manitoba
through our integrated watershed management
planning initiative. Two key components of each
integrated watershed management plan are a
local source water protection plan and a local
surface water management plan.
To complement and to continue to advance
planning efforts already underway, Manitoba
has recently launched development of a surface
water management strategy. The surface water
management strategy will explicitly recognize
the inseparable nature of land and water
management and that both must be more
clearly reconciled in our institutional structures
and in our policy frameworks. Although flood
protection and water storage are critically
important, the surface water management
strategy must also be respectful of the natural
function of watersheds and aquatic ecosystems
while at the same time, protecting drinking
water sources, protecting and restoring
wetlands, and providing recreational and
tourism opportunities.
Manitoba has already done much, but much
work lies ahead. Flood recovery and mitigation
efforts continue. The Province passed new legislation – The Save Lake Winnipeg Act, which sets
out progressive and forward-thinking sustainability principles for the treatment of sewage
and recycling of nutrients among many other
things, brought into force first-of-its-kind-inCanada water quality standards, objectives and
guidelines enshrining new nutrient standards
in regulation, negotiated a basin-wide nutrient
management plan for the international Red
River Basin with Minnesota, North Dakota with
involvement by the Red River Basin Commission
and endorsed by the International Joint Commission’s International Red River Board, and over the
past several years, passed regulations setting out
buffer zones, restricting the application of fertilClick here to return to Table of Contents

izers to certain lands, regulating the phosphorus
content of fertilizers used for lawns and gardens,
restricting the phosphorus content in dishwasher
detergents, plus much, much more.
As the new Minister of Conservation and
Water Stewardship for Manitoba, I am very

much looking forward to embarking on the
development of a new province-wide surface
water management strategy which builds on the
successful integrated watershed management
planning process which has now been in place
for nearly a decade.

Any TAnk. Any Size.™

Guaranteed to prevent
ice damage in your tanks.

Without mixer = full of ice

With mixer = ice free

PAX Water Mixers...
• circulate residual throughout the
entire tank, 24/7/365.
• give you more pumping per dollar
than other mixing technologies,
whether your tank is groundlevel, below-ground, or elevated
(including standpipes).
➤ See our case study on ice prevention

at www.paxwater.com/icefreetanks

Find out how a PAX Water Mixer can help you.
Call our Water Quality Specialists today at
1-866-729-6493 or visit www.paxwater.com
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tHeMe: Surface Water ManageMent

WHen tHe Well runS dry:
Managing water in a changing world

By AmAndA Burke,
environmentAl Projects
coordinAtor, south
sAskAtchewAn river
wAtershed stewArds

WHy Water?
Water is the unifying element of life: without it,
life as we understand it would cease to exist.
Water connects us, both within our physical
environments and through our reliance upon
it. It connects grassroots communities with
national policies, and Canadians from one side
of the country to the other. It is an intrinsic part
of our existence: the lifeblood of every system
we rely on, from environmental to social and
economic. And yet, to many Canadians, the
value of water is invisible because of its very
abundance in our country.
Globally, both the quality and supply of fresh
water is threatened. The United Nations Environment Programme proclaims that every day,
millions of tons of inadequately treated sewage
and waste are poured into the world’s waters.
Our oceans, lakes, rivers, and deltas have
become the repositories of global pollution, and
consequently, our freshwater and marine ecosystems are among the most degraded habitats
in the world. This has severely limited global
economic growth, reduced community resilience,
and has had direct and fatal consequences for
human health. This reality was keenly witnessed
in Canada during the water contamination
crises of Walkerton and Kashechewan in
Ontario, and North Battleford in Saskatchewan,
but I would challenge the notion that these
were isolated events. So how do we manage
water in Canada, and protect it into the future?
The answer is far more complicated, concerning,
and hopeful than you might think.
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Access to clean, natural and abundant water for
activities such as boating is enjoyed by many Canadians
on a regular basis, and perhaps taken for granted.

Gardiner Dam outflow – the creation of dams and
reservoirs are often our first response in times of
water shortage.

HoW do We Manage and
protect Water in canada?
A 2005 report by the Senate Standing Committee on Energy, Environment, and Natural
Resources termed the management of Canada’s
water as “shocking” and “unacceptable.”
Similarly, David Schindler, a renowned water
scientist who was awarded the Stockholm Water
Prize in 1991, stated that the warning signs
of unsustainable water policies are being witnessed across Canada, from issues of contamination to water based conflicts over flooding
and drought. These conflicts arise partly because
of the inter-jurisdictional nature of water itself,
which flows across political boundaries, but also
because of the dualism between increasingly
variable water supplies due to climate change,
and increasing water demand through population growth and development.

The cooling towers of the
Gardiner Dam Hydroelectric Plant

Per capita water use for the major continents. North
America is by far the worst culprit for per capita
water use, with Canada and the US being particularly
excessive for per-person water consumption rates.

Water in Canada is managed jointly: at the
local level, municipalities have the power to
enact by-laws to protect the common good of
their residents. These by-laws can cover anything
from land development, to the protection
of commonly held resources such as water
and infrastructure. Also at the local level are
stewardship and environmental organizations
that advocate for specific interests such as
wetland or endangered species protection. At
the provincial level are various agencies that
deal with specific regulatory requirements
including environmental permitting, water
allocation, drainage control, water conservation,
and surface and groundwater protection. In
many provinces these agencies are partnered
with arms-length organizations that receive
provincial funding to support stewardship
activities. At the federal level government
Click here to return to Table of Contents
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“when the well runs dry, we will know the worth of wAter.”
– BenjAmin frAnklin

The water governance structure in Saskatchewan.
Multiple levels of governance can lead to a lack of
coordination among watershed stakeholders.

departments deal with fish habitat and species
at risk protection, the development of emissions
standards, environmental assessments on federal
lands, water monitoring, and water research.

WHat are tHe cHallengeS
of Water ManageMent?
Between these many agencies there is often
a significant lack of coordination, particularly
for prevention or long term planning.
The result is a disparate and fragmented
approach to water management: provincial
regulatory agencies become disconnected
from water provision issues at the local level.
Consequently, municipalities may become
resentful and uncooperative, particularly if
they are experiencing chronic water shortages
or contamination issues. Stewardship or
watershed protection groups are often
given responsibility over certain aspects of
water management such as contamination
prevention, but are either underfunded or
un-empowered to enact real and substantial
changes in water policy. They act as advocates
for local communities but have little to do with
direct management. At the grassroots level,
municipalities and advocacy groups work on
issues specific to their local area, but unless
they work closely with their neighbours, often
consistency in by law enforcement becomes
problematic: for example, there may be
Click here to return to Table of Contents

Effluent project from the RM of Outlook, Saskatchewan.
The use of sewage effluent to irrigate and fertilize
crops is one way to improve water conservation at the
municipal level.

Drainage basins of the Saskatchewan River. The
Saskatchewan River system carriers water from the
Rocky Mountains of Alberta to Lake Winnipeg, Manitoba,
which drains into Hudson Bay through the Nelson River.

lakeshore development policies in place for one
municipality that prevent water contamination
by banning untreated sewage release into a
lake, however, if these same by-laws are not
enacted for a similar municipality upstream,
then the water system of that lake will be still
be at risk because of the upstream users.
Water management in Canada is further
complicated by the nature of our water systems.
As the above indicates, water does not adhere
to political or jurisdictional boundaries. Thus
many of the major water systems in Canada are
not only inter-municipal but also interprovincial.
The North and South Saskatchewan Rivers, for
example, are part of a major water system that
crosses three provinces, beginning in Alberta,
flowing through Saskatchewan, and ending up
on the other side of Manitoba.
If an interprovincial conflict were to
arise in the case of prolonged drought, the
downstream-most province suffers the greatest
in terms of limited water supply simply by the
virtue of being the last one with access. The
natural solution to this jurisdictional challenge
would be to hand water management over
to the federal government. However, there
are two problems with this approach: one
is that federal governments may be even
more disconnected from local water issues,
but even more problematic is the division
of powers across the provinces. During the

creation of Canada as a nation, power and
responsibility over natural resources was given
to the provinces and quite expectantly, they
are reluctant to cede that power back to the
federal government.
Even if water management in Canada didn’t
face the challenges of its governance structure,
there are other characteristics that make water
management difficult at the best of times. For
one, many aspects of the environment remain
a mystery despite advances in environmental
science. While our knowledge of natural
systems grows in leaps and bounds, these
systems are highly complex and continually
changing. Climate change, for example, has
had an incredible impact on the prairies. In
2001 and 2002 this meant a combination of
higher than usual temperatures and seasonal
drought during the summer months, which
resulted in widespread crop damage and forest
fires. And yet only a few years later, there was
astronomically high spring and summer rainfall
in 2009 and 2010, causing disastrous flooding
across the Prairie Provinces. In the last 10 years
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba have
all suffered from either too much or too little
water, and while not all climate models agree
on whether Canada as a whole is going to get
wetter, drier, warmer or cooler, they all agree
that this kind of variability is only going to
increase.
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Higher than average temperatures and lower than
average rainfall led to a significant drought across the
prairies in 2002.

Simultaneously most of the major water
supply systems are increasingly vulnerable to
change. For example, it is well understood
that the North and South Saskatchewan
Rivers, which together form the largest water
supply system in the prairies, originate in the
glaciers of the Rocky Mountains. Since the
1950s, these glaciers have been experiencing
continuous retreat with estimates of total loss
ranging from 15-50% in volume. The mountain
glaciers supply base flow to the North and
South Saskatchewan Rivers during the dry
summer months, and store water during the
snowfall season in winter. This has a buffering
effect on year round water supply, ensuring a
fairly consistent range of high and low flows
seasonally, and from year to year. While the
loss of these glaciers does not directly translate
into a loss of water volume in the rivers
themselves, it does mean an increase in the
variability of available water as this buffering
effect is lost.

context froM tHe SoutH
SaSkatcHeWan river BaSin
The conflict between rising water demand and
increasingly variable water supply is exemplified
in the South Saskatchewan River system. A
marked growth in the agriculture and the total
population in Alberta and Saskatchewan are
driving an increase in water allocations from
the river and its tributaries, The Oldman, Bow,
and Red Deer Rivers.
Simultaneously the threat to water supply
is twofold: climate change is having an
impact on rainfall, glaciers, and the annual
snow pack, while human development is
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Higher than average rainfall in 2009 and 2010 caused
widespread flooding in several provinces.

Water allocation in Alberta and Saskatchewan is
steadily increasing as populations grow and both
provinces continue to develop.

Before and after pictures of farmland near Smith Creek, Saskatchewan following 30+ years of canal development to drain wetlands and create more cropland. (Photos courtesy of the Global Institute for Water Security.)

exaggerating this effect. A long history
of agricultural, industrial, and residential
development on the prairies has led to an
equally long history of wetland drainage to
create arable land. It is estimated that up to
60% of Canada’s total wetlands have been
drained or destroyed over the last 100 years.
In the South Saskatchewan River Basin, this
estimate may be even higher because of large
scale and intensive agriculture.
Wetland drainage changes the storage
capacity of the landscape: in years when there
is high rainfall or spring runoff, wetlands tend
to fill up first. They act like natural dams,
holding water in the highlands and releasing
it slowly throughout the year to downstream
areas. Without them, water runs off the
landscape directly into our major waterways,
along which are most of our towns and cities.
The result is costly and widespread flooding
during abnormally wet years and a chronic lack
of water during concurrent years of drought.
Development in the South Saskatchewan
River Basin has also led to an increase in

groundwater well development, chemical fertilizer and pesticide use, landfill and waste site
density, and developments such as mining, oil
and gas extraction, and forestry. These all represent risks to water quality and increasing water
use. Natural ecosystems do have an ability to
mitigate these risks, but only if they are healthy
and functioning: as native lands are converted
into lake and river shore developments, urban
areas, roads, mines, reservoirs, and cropland,
they cease to function and no longer provide
the benefits of natural filtration. Consequently,
many water quality problems in the South
Saskatchewan River increase from the upstream
tributaries, to the downstream water users in
Saskatchewan and Manitoba.

tHe future of
Water ManageMent.
The future of water management in Canada
is uncertain. However, we are at the frontier
of water resource development, poised before
the impact of climate change. With over 20%
of the world’s freshwater, Canada has an
Click here to return to Table of Contents
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Upstream to downstream changes in phosphorous from the
headwaters to the confluence of the South Saskatchewan River
and its tributaries. Phosphorous concentrations steadily increase
in magnitude as the river flows through intensive agricultural
areas and dense urban populations like the City of Calgary.

abundance of water available compared to its
population. And while water managers face
seemingly insurmountable challenges, water
policy development is starting to respond.
Government supported initiatives in water
research such as the Global Institute for Water
Security and the Canadian Water Network have
been established in very recent years, while the
government itself undergoes significant water
policy reform. The Saskatchewan government

The Canadian Water Network and the Global Institute for Water Security, along with many other
research and academic networks across Canada, are making significant strides in improving our
understanding of the natural systems that affect our water supplies.

just released a new Water Conservation Plan,
and is currently developing its 25 Year Water
Security Plan. Simultaneously governments in
northern Canada are responding to industrial
pressures on water resources by forming an
inter-governmental Water Commission. At
the local level water stewardship groups are
forming across all the provinces, particularly
in Alberta and Saskatchewan, and are being
supported by their provincial governments.

These ‘water stewardship’ or ‘watershed
alliance’ groups are taking on some of the
responsibilities of local water protection and
are growing in both size and influence. And
the public is also taking notice: the subject of
water security is seemingly on everyone’s lips,
from local talk shows to national workshops,
and leaders in water sustainability are taking
action to think long term and plan for a better
water future.

You control the pace of progress. Mobile, fixed network, hybrid – with Itron’s advanced data
collection solutions you define the ideal system for your utility. You decide what technologies work
where and when to deploy them.You possess absolute flexibility, now and far into the future.
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10 AM

A solar and wind powered livestock watering system in Montrose, Saskatchewan.
Technologies such as this improve both water quality and water conservation by keeping livestock out of the waterway. Watershed stewardship groups offer funding for the
development of such infrastructure.

Going forward, I think our best chance to
ensure there are clean and adequate water
supplies in the future is to learn from the
mistakes of other nations. Our neighbours
to the south have been dealing with water
shortages for years, particularly in states
such as Arizona where water is the most
precious of resources. As we raise the value
of water in Canada, we realize that the
age of abundance is coming to an end. We

A stranded bridge on the shores of Lake Diefenbaker. In dry times,
even the largest and most plentiful waters can be affected.

need a better understanding of the natural
systems that drive our water supply, and
better policies to direct the developments
that increase our water demand. Water
conservation is a first step, but we must go
further and look at the structure of water
governance itself. Local governments need
to manage local supplies, but if those
supplies are part of a larger interprovincial
system, then we need better collaboration

between our provincial governments. Only
when the well runs dry will we finally know
the worth of our water.

Editor’s note: Photos provided by Lyle
Boychuk, Ducks Unlimited Canada.
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ManitoBa’S conservation districts PrograM
By PAtrick wAtson,
wAtershed PlAnner, mAnitoBA conservAtion & wAter stewArdshiP

The Conservation Districts Program in Manitoba is
a provincial-municipal partnership program with
the mandate to facilitate and support integrated
watershed management and water stewardship in
ways that assure ecosystem health and sustainability through engagement of local citizens.
A Conservation District is defined as a watershed management based organization comprised
of neighbouring municipal governments working
together to manage their local watersheds in a
sustainable manner through local decision-making
and the delivery of incentive programs that address
local issues and improve watershed health. In short:
Local people managing local resources.
There are 18 Conservation Districts in
Manitoba involving 153 municipalities. Municipal
participation and involvement is critical to the success of a Conservation District. Districts are internally divided into sub-districts (sub-watersheds).
Municipalities appoint representatives to the subdistrict committees. The sub-district committees,
comprised of one or two representatives from each
of the municipalities with land in those sub-district
areas, are responsible for developing annual subdistrict work plans and budgets to address priority
land and water issues.
The main Conservation District Board is
responsible for larger matters affecting the
overall function and focus of the district. The
main Board is comprised of the Chair from each
of the sub-district committees, a Board Chair and
a Provincial Appointee.
The financial structure of a Conservation
District is largely based on annual provincial
grants determined through a funding formula and
municipal levies based on portioned land assessment. Under authority of the Conservation Districts
Act, each district is required to levy a minimum of
25% municipal funding to cost share the provincial
grant. Manitoba Conservation and Water Stewardship provides an annual provincial grant to each
of the Conservation Districts. In 2011-12, the total
provincial grant provided to the 18 districts was
$5.615 million. The total program budget including
the provincial grants, municipal levies, and external
funding was approximately $9 million.
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and best manage water, aquatic ecosystems,
and drinking water sources in a watershed. The
required content of an integrated watershed management plan and the public participation and
consultation that must occur during the planning
process is stated in the Water Protection Act.

Source Water protection

Each Conservation District offers its own unique
set of programs. Programs generally focus on:
Λ Surface Water Management
Λ Soil Conservation
Λ Water Quality Protection
Λ Riparian Area Enhancement
Λ Drinking Water Protection
Λ Watershed Education and Awareness

integrated WaterSHed
ManageMent planning
Conservation Districts have been leading the
development and implementation of integrated
watershed management plans across rural Manitoba. Under the authority of the Water Protection
Act, Conservation Districts have been designated
as the Water Planning Authorities for certain watersheds, with the authority and responsibility for
developing the plans. Manitoba Conservation and
Water Stewardship provides: a watershed planning
grant of $25,000 to the Water Planning Authority to cover planning process related expenses; a
professional watershed planner to coordinate the
plans; and significant technical support. To date,
there have been a total of 23 integrated watershed
management plans initiated in Manitoba, of which:
10 are completed, 2 are nearing completion, and
11 are under development.
An integrated watershed management plan
(IWMP) is a document developed cooperatively by
Water Planning Authorities, government, stakeholders (local residents, industry, interest groups),
and First Nations that states shared watershed
goals and recommendations to achieve the goals

As part of the watershed management planning
process, Water Planning Authorities conduct
source water assessments for each of the
public water systems in the watershed. In
Manitoba, public water systems are defined
in, and regulated under, the Drinking Water
Safety Act. This legislation defines public water
systems as systems that have 15 or more
service connections. There are approximately
430 public water systems in Manitoba, serving
approximately 80% of Manitoba’s population.
The first step in the source water assessment process is to collect all available information on each of the public water systems in the
watershed. This information is collected from the
Office of Drinking Water and the Groundwater
Management Branch of Manitoba Conservation
and Water Stewardship. Maps are developed to
illustrate the surrounding land use, potential risks
and hazards, and draft source water protection
zones. The source water protection zones for
groundwater sources are illustrated as a 1.5 km.
radius around the well head and the zone for a
surface water source is a 400 metre shoreline
buffer and 40 km. upstream buffer. A team of
local people and provincial staff visit each of the
source water protection zones to ‘ground truth’
the information on the maps, and use their combined local knowledge and experience to assess
the existing risks, identify additional risks, and
recommend protective and corrective measures.
The organization(s) responsible for implementing these recommendations are identified in the
plan. This locally-led and relatively easy to follow
approach to protecting drinking water aligns with
the shared governance model adopted for land
and water management across municipal Manitoba through the Conservation District Program.
Click here to return to Table of Contents
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“we’ve leArned to remove our municiPAl hAts
And work together through the conservAtion district.”
– cornie goertzen, BoArd chAirmAn - seine-rAt river conservAtion district
Surface Water ManageMent
Surface water management is a high priority
for the Conservation Districts Program.
Conservation District activities to address
surface water management issues are diverse
and unique to each district. Activities may
include: development of water retention
projects; protection and restoration of wetlands
and natural areas; water control infrastructure
planning and priority setting; providing input
on drainage projects with consideration for
downstream flooding, cumulative impacts
and ecosystem health; and working with
landowners and decision makers to influence
land use practices.
Four of the 18 Conservation Districts in
Manitoba (Whitemud, Turtle River, Alonsa, and
Cooks Creek) manage and maintain water
control infrastructure on behalf of their partner
municipalities and the province. They manage
and maintain 1,110 km. of provincial waterways
(drains) and 758 bridges/culverts with an
estimated replacement value of $130 million.
This represents about 1/3 of the provincial
waterway infrastructure. As part of these water
control infrastructure responsibilities, the
districts also manage and maintain over 2,574
km. of municipal drains and 2,630 crossings.
In recent years, these four infrastructure
districts have faced many financial challenges
to stay on top of their drain maintenance
programs. Therefore Manitoba has initiated
discussions to review the existing infrastructure
maintenance agreements and develop new
co-management maintenance agreements.
The process of developing the new agreements
is being led by Manitoba Infrastructure
and Transportation in association with the
four infrastructure districts and Manitoba
Conservation and Water Stewardship.

planning process to develop a framework
for the future of the Conservation Districts
Program. It established a new strategic
direction that provides focus, structure and
defined goals to address the issues of today
and those of the future.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Manitoba is committed to integrated and
sustainable land and water management
and will continue to provide financial,
technical and planning support to ensure
the long-term success of the Conservation
Districts Program.
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fraMeWork for tHe future
In early 2009, the Association of Manitoba
Municipalities, Manitoba Conservation Districts
Association and Manitoba Conservation and
Water Stewardship completed a strategic
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tHe BoW river project:

an exercise in water ManageMent, resource
Protection, and collaborative decision-Making
By mike kelly, AssociAte of wAtersmArt solutions ltd., chAirmAn of the Bow river BAsin
council, retired director of wAter resources At trAnsAltA corPorAtion
The Bow River system encompasses a large
area of southern Alberta, supporting about
one-third of Alberta’s population – including the City of Calgary – and the majority
of irrigation agriculture in the province. Its
headwaters provide clean accessible water for
a rapidly growing population, a thriving economy, and a major agricultural industry. For
over 100 years, the Bow River system has also
provided hydroelectricity to the region from
11 small power generation plants upstream of
Calgary. Accordingly, the Bow is a highly managed river (see Figure 1: Bow River at Calgary,
Natural vs. Managed Flows [1960 – 1997]).
How that existing infrastructure is used during
the 21st century may be even more important
than it was early in the 20th.

Water ManageMent
in tHe BoW WaterSHed
“Water is a significant limiting factor
to population growth and economic
development in the South Saskatchewan
River Basin (SSRB).” These words were
written in early 2010.
Exactly two years later, one could say
little has happened to address this matter. Yet
a great deal of specific, quantitative, actionoriented work has been done on the Bow
River system, including The Bow River Project.
This work describes in some detail exactly
what is possible and feasible to improve
surface water management, increase access
to water supplies, all while protecting and
enhancing environmental flows throughout
the watershed.
As outlined herein, there are some
surprising opportunities to reduce the role of
water as a barrier to population growth and
economic development in the Bow Basin,
by improving environmental flows in certain
reaches at certain times of the year. Too good
to be true? You be the judge.
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BoW river
project & conSortiuM
The Bow River Project is a continuing process,
originated by the Alberta Innovates-Energy and
Environment Solutions and Alberta WaterSMART.
The purpose of the project was to test the hypothesis that slightly altering the water storage and
flow regimes of the various reservoirs in the Bow
Basin for multiple purposes, including environmental protection and enhancement, could result
in win/win outcomes. Several of the largest water
users in the basin had asserted this for many years.
But the concept had never been quantitatively
tested using real data and directly involving many
of the water license managers and other experts
and government regulators throughout the basin.
Based on interviews and discussion with the
participants and others, a draft Terms of Reference
was prepared with goals, deliverables, participants,
work plan and potential funding sources.
The Consortium participants hold over 95% of
the licensed water in the Bow River System (see
Sidebar: Bow River Project Research Consortium
Participating Organizations). Their water management expertise and the knowledge provided
by representatives from four provincial government departments was obviously the key to the

innovation and creativity needed for the Bow River
Project. Together they developed practical, doable
options for managing the river slightly differently
for environmental improvements and enhancing
water management and use throughout the basin.
The project used 67 years of water flow data
from Alberta Environment and Water, as well as
several other data sources. The review, quality
control, and quality assurance of the data and
matching up the use and flows of that water
comprised the majority of phase one of the
project. The project used Oasis, an interactive,
near real time, water flow/balance model with
the flexibility to build in various other modeled
data, such as wholesale electricity prices. The
latter were attached to each hydro power plant
to assess power pricing and revenue impacts
from each alternative scenario.
Hydrologics Inc., the company that provided
the model and many of the collaboration techniques in using the model, also licensed a working
and fully data-loaded model for use in Alberta for
non-commercial purposes. This model has been
further refined and continues to be used by others
for additional scenario testing and analysis.
The project resulted in some unexpected
and positive outcomes, even for those most
familiar with the river system. The operational
scenario chosen from among dozens of variations and alternatives was that a change in the
use of about 10% of the current total in-flow
and storage upstream of Calgary could in most
cases accommodate all of the benefits to the
environment, recreation and tourism, population
growth, and economic development selected
by the participants as key performance measures. Furthermore, these many benefits may be
achieved without substantial new investment in
infrastructure beyond what is already proposed
as needed to maintain the system in good
working order. The bonus is that little electrical
generation will be lost, only the timing changed.
This scenario was adopted unanimously.
Click here to return to Table of Contents
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The implied conclusion is that water management, much more than shortage of supply, is the
most critical factor in dealing with our water-constrained future in the Bow Watershed. The good
news is that the historic role that hydro dams
and reservoirs have played in the development of
southern Alberta may now be seen in a new light
– they can also be used as critical water management infrastructure to enhance environmental
good and services, while providing sufficient
water for more effective uses than ever before.
The City of Calgary already requires enhanced
flow to meet environmental requirements, and
it and other municipal users will require more
enhanced flow rates at certain times of the year
as population throughout the basin expands.
One may ask, “what if our future includes
more significant weather and climate changes
than our past?” Our historical record and our
pre-historic calculations illustrate that the
climate does change, will change, and could
have dramatic negative effects on the large and
growing population and economy of southern
Alberta. A drought such as that of the late
1930s would have far more serious implications
given the spectacularly larger population and
agricultural and industrial reliance on water at
the present time. It doesn’t matter whether one
believes in human caused climate change. It is
only prudent that we continue to assemble and
apply our many rich data sources to test our
resilience in managing our most essential natural
resource and ecological support system.
People can be more comfortable dealing with
current problems than with new solutions. It’s
time to overcome the inertia of the status quo
and create a very different future for water management to match the very different current and
future demands and potential drought and flood
events that are certain to come our way.
The Bow River Project study showed that
Alberta’s future does not have to be hostage
to fate when it comes to weather and climate
changes. We can and should negotiate an
on-going watershed management regime that
accommodates multiple uses of the water
resource of this productive river system.
So you be the judge. Join the next phase
of this important and transformative work.
Find out more and read the full report at
www.albertawater.com.
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participating organizationS
Λ
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Λ
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Λ
Λ

Alberta Innovates –
Energy and Environment Solutions
Bow River Basin Council
Bow River Irrigation District
Calgary Regional Partnership
City of Calgary
County of Newell
Ducks Unlimited Canada

Λ
Λ
Λ
Λ
Λ
Λ
Λ

Eastern Irrigation District
HydroLogics Inc.
Rocky View County
Trout Unlimited Canada
Water and Environmental Hub
WaterSMART Solutions
Western Irrigation District
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cryofront - news and views froM the far north

Surface Water ManageMent a nortHern perSpective

By ken johnson, ntwwA director
I have observed the unfolding of surface water management in the far
north in a varied pattern over the past 25 years. In 1987, surface water
management was an issue of limited concern for communities in the
far north – the concern at that time was potable water supply and the
provision of minimum quantities per person to reduce the occurrence of
gastrointestinal disease.
Surface water management was mentioned as a provision of community water licences as a part of the effluent quality criteria for sewage discharges to surface water – the effluent quality criteria were fairly lenient
and the enforcement was non existent. This changed significantly with
advancement of the enforcement of the deleterious substance provision of
the Fisheries Act of 1985.
The appropriateness of deleterious substance provision of the Fisheries
Act has been debated time and time again with the regulatory committee community in both the North and South, so I will put this aside. The
implications of this provision are profound whether it be for sewage or
landfill runoff – certainly the most notable case in point is the $25 million
wastewater treatment facility in Dawson City, Yukon.
Surface water in the Far North and the implications of contamination
by runoff by sewage or landfill has significantly different implications from
the South because of the climatology, geography, biology and sociology of
the North. Climate has the most apparent implication because the North is
a place of extreme cold; in simplistic terms surface water management is
of little or no consequence for 8 to 10 months of the year in the Far North
because most of the surface water is frozen. Generally ice does not have
an impact because it is a solid and stable material. However the limited
window on the ‘non frozen’ period is when surface water management
becomes an issue when everything melts. There are emerging examples
where the ‘frozen’ period is being artificially extended to manage surface
water – a case in point is the Giant Mine arsenic deposit. The Far North is
also a place of extreme drought and much of the far north receives only
enough moisture to be classified as a desert. An absence of moisture suggests less surface water to manage.
The geographical implications of contamination by runoff are influenced
by the great distances between potential sources, and therefore the potential for the assimilative capacity of the natural environment may, in principle,
be applied in the management of the runoff. The regulatory community will
take great exception to this opportunity, but I will put that discussion aside
along with the Fisheries Act. The biological implications of contamination by
runoff are influenced by the nutrient deficient northern environment, and
the opportunity to take advantage of assimilative capacity once again. This
condition has been reasonably well documented with a variety of studies,
but again the regulatory community takes exception to this opportunity.
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Figure 1.
Iqaluit landfill photograph

Figure 2.
Iqaluit landfill runoff drawing

The sociology of the North is the final instalment in the surface water
runoff equation for northern communities. The essence of the implications of contamination by runoff for northern communities is that the non
industrial nature of these small communities and their aboriginal fabric are
inherent to runoff that is low in contaminants.
An interesting case study for surface water management is the City
of Iqaluit landfill water management, which has evolved over the past 20
years (See Figure 1). The City of Iqaluit operates a landfill system for the
disposal of the solid waste generated in the community. The City holds a
Water License, which states that the City is required to collect, monitor and
control the discharge of runoff from the site. The landfill site relies on the
local permafrost regime to provide a low permeability barrier to control
subsurface runoff. The site currently employs a surface water management
system to divert off-site surface runoff from entering the site, and to collect
on-site surface runoff for a controlled discharge into the environment. In
2006, the City upgraded the landfill’s drainage management system by
constructing a perimeter berm structure, three on-site detention ponds and
an off-site retention pond (See Figure 2). The historical sampling results
from the landfill runoff retention pond show that the water is consistently
over the maximum allowable concentration limits for iron, manganese and
zinc in the regulations applied to the landfill.
The City has examined treatment options that could be applied to the
landfill runoff, including wetland treatment, mechanical treatment (membrane bioreactor technology) and physical-chemical treatment with filtration. Of these four options, the physical chemical treatment with filtration
is the most appropriate technology for the community because of cost,
reliability and ease of operation. As a first step in applying this option, the
City initiated a filtration process in 2010 to determine the practicality and
the potential treatment of the runoff by filtration alone. The next phase
of the trial process for the City will be applying chemical treatment in
advance of the physical filtration process.
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calgary’S

drought ManageMent Plan
By nicole rowney, wAter resource sPeciAlist, city of cAlgAry
introduction

guiding principleS

Drought is a natural phenomenon that occurs throughout the
hydrological cycle. The Canadian Prairies experienced a number
of multiyear droughts in the 20th century including the continental
scale droughts of the 1930’s and 1950’s. Such droughts have had
a large impact on various economic sectors including agriculture,
hydroelectricity, forestry and tourism.
Southern Alberta is home to 80% of the Province’s population, but
only 20% of the available water resources. In 2006, a moratorium on
new water licences was put into place for the South Saskatchewan River
Basin (SSRB) sub-basin. The City of Calgary’s water supply comes from
two sources in the SSRB, the Elbow River and the Bow River. These rivers
originate in the Rocky Mountains and rely primarily on snowpack and
precipitation for their yield. The Bow and Elbow rivers are characterized
by significant flow variability (drought and flood situations). Figure 1
illustrates the flow variability of the Bow River. In an over allocated
basin, that is also a semi arid region with heavy agricultural demand and
a growing metropolis, drought planning becomes an essential element
of water management.

The City’s DMP was developed on six guiding principles:
1. Public Health - Guarantee water availability in sufficient quantities to meet essential human needs to ensure the population’s health
and life.
2. Safety - Ensure adequate water availability for fire protection and
safety – includes water pressure and reservoir requirements.
3. Protection of the Environment - Avoid or minimize negative
drought impacts on the status of water bodies, especially on ecological flows and quantitative status for groundwater in particular in
case of prolonged drought.
4. Protection of City Assets - Minimize impact on municipal and
horticulture assets.
5. Economic Considerations - Minimize negative effects on
economic activities (municipal, business and external stakeholders).
6. Compliance - Practice due diligence to abide by the regulatory
requirements set out by provincial and federal jurisdictions.

drougHt analySiS
Since the City does not manage the majority of the reservoirs in the SSRB,
naturalized flows were used to assess the likelihood and impact of severe
drought. This conservative analysis of historical flow revealed that despite
higher summer demand, competing irrigation and hydropower operations,
the most critical period for municipal drought would likely be late winter
through early spring.
Snowmelt and rainfall events translate into streamflow quickly and the
storage of ground and surface waters is relatively low. Accordingly, the
prediction of streamflow largely comes down to predicting precipitation.

Figure 1: Bow River at Calgary Station Flow Statistics (1911-2006).

From a municipal water supply perspective, droughts are strongly
related to demand and are defined when the margin between supply
and demand decreases. The City of Calgary recognizes that drought
will return to this region and has developed a Drought Management
Plan (DMP) to provide a strategic mechanism to minimize the social,
economic and environmental impacts of drought on the City.
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Figure 2: Stakeholder demand (2010) in comparison with naturalized low flow
analysis of the Bow and Elbow River combined.
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Figure 4: Stakeholder demand (2076) in comparison with
controlled flow analysis of the Bow and Elbow River combined.

Figure 3: Stakeholder demand (2076) in comparison with
naturalized low flow analysis of the Bow and Elbow River combined.

Because the basin is in the Rocky Mountain’s shadow, it’s difficult to
accurately predict the precipitation for a monthly horizon; therefore,
including weather forecast information, which may not be accurate, into
the model will not improve streamflow prediction accuracy.
Frequency analysis from the minimum 7-day water supply for each
month from 1912 to 2008 was extracted and fit to a statistical distribution.
Low flow values from a 1:2 year return period or 50% probability of occurrence in any year (not illustrated) to a 1:500 (0.2% probability in any year)
were computed and illustrated with the total city demand for various years
(Figure 2 & 3). Instream flow needs (IFNs) and seasonal irrigation demands
(denoted in the figures as WID, Western Irrigation District) were also plotted.
The current total city winter demand, combined with IFNs (10 m3/s), is
about 14.7 m3/s. This is equivalent to a 1:200 year return minimum 7-day
winter water supply event. The projected winter city demand for 2076,
plus IFNs for the downstream instream flow needs (10 m3/s), is about 20
m3/s. This is equivalent to a 1:20 year return minimum 7-day winter water
supply event. The 1:500 year return minimum 7-day flow is 13.38 m3/s,
which is sufficient enough to solely meet the City’s 2076 average winter
demands (9.8m3/s). In other words, during a 1:500 year return there is
not enough water to meet the combined IFNs and City demand based on
current demand predictions.
As a comparison a similar analysis was carried out for controlled flows
(Figure 4). Under a 2076 demand scenario there is sufficient water to
meet City demand in a 1:500 hundred-year return. It is important to note
the controlled flow record only represents 50 years (1955-2008) of data
and may not truly depict dry years.
Level 1:

Level of
Drought

Demand
Reduction

This level is meant to warn
users that water levels are
declining and continued
dry weather coupled with
minimal conservation could
trigger level 2 drought.
Overall use
reduction target = 10%
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Level 2:
This level begins to impose
mandatory restrictions on
outdoor water usage.

Overall use reduction
target = 20%

aSSetS and Storage
The City of Calgary owns and operates the Glenmore Reservoir, which
provides 8,270,000 m3 of live storage on the Elbow River. Under the
current demand profile, it is estimated that this asset could sustain the
city for approximately 20 days. As the demand profile changes this assets
becomes less reliant in times of drought.
Reservoirs constructed for hydropower generation on the Bow River
provide 704,400,000 m3 of live storage. While these assets indirectly
support municipal water supply they are owned and operated by a private
hydropower company whose main goal is to meet energy demands. These
reservoirs could offer water security, provided a water management agreement is reached. Assuming The City could access even a fraction (10%) of
the live storage, these reservoirs could supply present winter demands for
four months and future winter demand (2076) for two months.

drougHt triggerS
Using the naturalized flow frequency analysis, drought triggers were developed to assist in the determination of the proposed timing and level of
water restrictions to be implemented. The City of Calgary’s DMP contains
five levels of increasing severity resulting in an overall use reduction target
of >50% in severe drought conditions (Table 1).
Table 1: Derived drought levels for implementation
of restrictions and water management actions.
Flow triggers (not illustrated here) will be revisited annually based on
demand projections.
Level 3:

This level implements more
stringent outdoor water
restrictions and supply
augmentation strategies.

Overall use
reduction target = >30%

Level 4:

Level 5:

This level activates a rationing
program for all City of Calgary water users. All outdoor
watering will be restricted
and reduced indoor water use
will be highly advocated.

This level indicates The City
is facing a state of local
emergency and calls for a
declaration of a State of
Local Emergency under the
Emergency Management Act

Overall use
reduction target = >50%

State of
Local Emergency
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tHeMe: Surface Water ManageMent
A set of conservation, communication and operational actions
has been developed for each level of drought. In the event of a water
supply emergency (Level 5), there is a provincial emergency response
plan in place to assure people are not deprived of household water.
Nevertheless, licence holders have an obligation to be accountable
to their water management and circumvent the need for emergency
measures.

ClearTech Covers
Membranes

going forWard
Developing a DMP has brought to light a number of mitigation measures
the City can pursue such as:
Λ Initiating stakeholder discussions to secure storage
and/or licence sharing agreements;
Λ Addressing information gaps on climate change
and off stream storage options
Λ Advancing current conservation and efficiency programs;
Λ As well as seeking out alternate water sources
through water reuse and recycling.
One of the key challenges identified in the DMP is the idea of
drought occurring in the winter months. This notion is contradictory
to the general population’s perception of drought and will require
significant communication efforts. The DMP is a living document.
As new information becomes available the DMP will be revised and
implemented accordingly.

®

Wet Well Mounted Pump Station

1-800-387-7503
www.cleartech.ca
Vancouver | Calgary | Edmonton | Saskatoon | Regina |
| Winnipeg | Toronto |

GO AHEAD.
STARE ALL
YOU LIKE.
When you’ve got the finest-engineered, most costefficient pump station on the planet, it’s hard not to gaze
in admiration. (Try doing that with a submersible.)
With S&L Non-Clog Pumps under the hood and above the
wet well, superior performance, convenience and 50%
cost savings are yours year after year. So the feeling
never gets old. Take pride in your pump station.

Contact your local representative today!

In Manitoba, contact:

Smith & Loveless Inc.
Above all others.

TM
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Nothart Engineering Sales Ltd - 204.452.6411
In Alberta, contact:
Zazula Process Equipment Ltd - 403.244.0751
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2011 NTWWA Conference & AGM

The 2011 Northern Territories Water and Waste Association (NTWWA) Conference
and Annual General Meeting was held in Iqaluit, Nunavut on November 19 and
20. A local hotel provided the conference venue. Ninety people attended the event,
including operators, regulators, government representatives, and consultants from
across Canada. NTWWA’s new Vice-President Alan Harris, from Fort Liard, NWT is
pictured on the extreme right of the photo.

The new Board of Directors of the NTWWA and administrative staff, (L-R) Bill
Qaqasiq, Gary Maksagak, Administrator Pearl Benyk, Ken Johnson, Alan Harris,
Bhabesh Roy, Bill Westwell, Sudhir Kumar Jha, Justin Hazenburg (head partially
hidden), Doug Steinhubl, and Executive Director Olivia Lee (extreme right).

The 2011 NTWWA Operators Workshop was held in Iqaluit on November 21 and 22, immediately following the Conference. This was the first time the event
was two-days long, and this expanded workshop was well received by the 23 operators and 14 interested non-operators who attended the event.

Entertainment for the Conference’s Opening Reception was provided by a
group of singers and throat singers from the Inukshuk High School in Iqaluit.
The group is led by teacher Mary Piercey.
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A major component of the judging for the Great Northern Drinking Water
Competition is based upon aesthetic qualities. Judges (L-R) Denis Desjardins ,
Gerry Gusdal and Sean Whitaker execute toast before sampling the water.
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Networking is a major
component of the NTWWA
Conference since this is the
only time over the course of a
year that members meet. New
NTWWA Board member Kevin
Hodgins (centre) shares a
laugh with Steve Burden (left)
and John Smith (right).

The 2011 Great Northern
Drinking Water Competition
was won by the Town of
Norman Wells. Past President
Justin Hazenburg awards the
cup to Scott Campbell, Public
Works Manager for the Town
of Norman Wells. Norman
Wells was the best in a field of
nine competing communities
from the Northwest Territories,
Nunavut and Nunavik (Northern Quebec).

The coveted cup
for the winner of
the Great Northern
Drinking Water
Competition is made
from a recycled wine
bottle. This year the
base of the cup was
made from a pump
impeller recycled by
the City of Yellowknife
operations staff.

Water is the connection
As a leading water chemistry
company, Kemira offers an
extensive portfolio of products
including inorganic coagulants
and organic flocculants.
Biocides, defoamers, and
antiscalants complete
our range of products for
various applications in municipal
and industrial facilities including:

Sudhir Jha received a soapstone carving in
appreciation for his service on the NTWWA
Board, after serving as a Board member,
Vice-President, President and Past President.
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3405 Boulevard Marie-Victorin
Varennes, QC Canada J3X 1P7
Tel. 800 465 6171 or 450 652 0665
www.kemira.com
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How can I efﬁciently manage
and operate my remote assets?

ClearSCADA is an open, scalable and integrated
SCADA software for telemetry applications
High performance SCADA at lower cost
Dedicated to measuring, controlling, monitoring and collecting data across geographically
dispersed field operations, ClearSCADA is recognized as one of the most innovative,
flexible and complete SCADA host platforms available today. From a built in historian
to alarm redirection, from object-based templates to multi-developer environments,
ClearSCADA is designed to control operational costs through quick deployment and
reduced down time, all in a secure, easy to use environment.

Operate a reliable and secure system in challenging
environments

Powerful Feature Set for
Telemetry & Remote SCADA Solutions
Open

Scalable Facilitates SCADA system expansion with
flexible point counts, server redundancy
and client licenses

Whether it is in critical infrastructure such as oil and gas, water and waste water, or
renewable energy, ClearSCADA ensures continuous operations and data flow in the

Reliable Ensures continuous operations and data
flow in the event of infrastructure failure

event of infrastructure failure. Reliable and secure data is ensured through redundant
communication paths, seamless backfilling of buffered RTU data, server redundancy
and communication encryption. System access is monitored and controlled down to
the object level and the built-in event log provides a complete audit trail of operational

Easily integrates to 3rd-party infrastructure,
business and IT systems

Secure

Provides scalable security permissions
to individual users and groups, physical
assets and system commands

Make the most of your energy SM

actions, alarms, and events.
As represented by:

Calgary, Alberta
Phone : (403) 236-0580
Fax :
(403) 279-6553
Toll Free: (800) 565-7431
www.simark.com
Edmonton l Vancouver l Calgary
© 2011 Schneider Electric Industries SAS. All rights reserved. Schneider Electric and Make the most of your energy are owned by Schneider Electric, or its affiliated companies.
Telemetry & Remote SCADA Solutions • 48 Steacie Drive, Kanata, ON (Canada) K2K 2A9 • (613)-591-1943 • www.controlmicrosystems.com

CWWA Report

Ottawa event takes
CWWA into eventful year
By Dan Limacher, CWWA Director for WCW

CWWA, once again, hosted its annual Window-on-Ottawa in
late November 2011, and was very pleased with the attendance and the
level of discussion and engagement that the session provided. This event was,
once again, a tremendous opportunity for every utility, member or not, to get
an update on national water and wastewater policy and regulatory activity.
There were a few new twists at the Window On Ottawa event this past year.
CWWA presented Utility Excellence Awards to small, medium and large member
utilities in the categories of Community Outreach and Implementation of Innovative Technologies. The awards created a good buzz among attendees and it
looks an exciting initiative to build upon. As well, the WOO provided a facilitated
opportunity for all attending members to provide feedback to CWWA on what’s
working and what could be improved by the association. This feedback will be
used in event and activity planning by the association going forward.
This will be a year of regrouping and refocusing for CWWA. Jennifer
Jackson left the Executive Director post in early January. The Board began
a recruitment program and expects to have the next ED in place by the
end of April. Meanwhile, Duncan Ellison has graciously stepped back into
the picture to provide interim service to ensure that services to CWWA
members continues seamlessly. The Board is most grateful to Duncan
for providing this service; it’s a tremendous testament to his loyal and
dedicated service to the Canadian water and wastewater industry.
CWWA has a full and eventful year of informational and networking
opportunities in 2012. Of particular note:
• CWWA is pleased to once again support the Canadian National Conference & Policy Forum on Drinking Water in Kelowna, BC, on October 22
-24. The Federal-Provincial-Territorial Committee on Drinking Water, which
establishes the Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water Quality, sponsors
this biennial Conference. It provides a unique opportunity for all stakeholders to meet, present and exchange views on current and emerging
issues related to the provision of safe drinking water.
• CWWA will continue to advance the initiative to strengthen the voice of
members and the industry in general across Canada. Formally referred
to as the One Voice initiative, CWWA now prefers to refer to it as A
Strong Voice for Water to reflect the many voices and interests across
Canada’s many associations and industry partners that have an impact
on the water and wastewater landscape.
• Of particular interest will be the rollout by Environment Canada of the
Wastewater Systems Effluent Regulations, expected in early 2012, and
the CCME Biosolids Taskforce work that will continue in 2012.
• And, of course, the Window-On-Ottawa in early December 2012, which
will, once again, highlight updates on federal and national policy,
practice and regulations of interest to all stakeholders in the water and
wastewater industry.
Click here to return to Table of Contents

I hope that your water industry challenges will prove to be rewarding and
successful this year. If you have any questions or comments on CWWA initiatives or activities, check out the CWWA website at http://www.cwwa.ca,
or drop me a line (dan.limacher@calgary.ca).
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AWWA Report

A ‘sunny’ report
Simon Thomas, Director, Western Canada Section, AWWA

Winter Board Meeting
One of the ‘benefits’ of the AWWA
Director position is getting to travel to
some interesting places. In addition to the
meetings held with the Western Canada
Section Board, there is also a requirement
to attend the two AWWA Board meetings.
The first is held annually at ACE (which this
year is being held in Dallas, Texas from June
12-16) and the second is the annual Winter
Board Meeting. It is held in January and
is normally located in one of the ‘warmer’
Sections. Fortunately for me, the recent
Winter meeting was held in the Puerto Rico
Section, and I made it an opportunity to
bring along the whole family and have an
extended vacation.
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Old San Juan, Puerto Rico

Highlights from the winter Board Meeting:
• One of the key activities for the Directors
is to vote on the key positions within the
AWWA organizations. These winners
will all start their terms in June 2012. Jim
Chaffee will be the new President-Elect,
four Vice-Presidents and one Director-atLarge position. I’m pleased to say one was
a fellow Canadian, Reid Campbell from the
Atlantic Canada Section, who will serve a
two-year term.
• On a consent agenda we approved items
that were worked on by various groups
within AWWA. The main items included 10
Association Awards, 18 changes to or new
Standards, 8 updated Section Bylaws.
• Approved the 2012 Section Allotments and
rebates to the Canadian Sections that don’t
get the benefit of the Government Affairs
office focussed in the US.
• Approved the 2012 AWWA Budget and
an additional contribution to the staff’s
pension fund.
• We received a copy of the AWWA 2012
Staff Business Plan. AWWA is good
example of group that has gone to great
length to align its day to day work with
its strategic goals. It begins with having
the entire organizational structure
aligned with its four strategic goals
(Member Engagement & Development,
Organizational Stewardship, Knowledge
Creation & Exchange and Leadership and
Advocacy) while the Business Plan splits
this into 18 strategic objectives which
in turn are broken into multiple specific
measurable actions for each objective.

A.P. Black Award – Dr. Steve Hrudey
I’m very pleased to announced that Dr. Steve
Hrudey from Edmonton has won the A.P. Black
Award that is given in recognition of outstanding
research contributions to water science and
water supply. Dr. Hrudey is an academic scientist/
engineer with a passion and commitment for
protecting public health and advancing the safe
drinking water agenda through evidence-based
decision making supported by solid research and
practical application. Dr. Hrudey will receive his
award at the opening general session of ACE in
Dallas. I personally got to know Dr. Hrudey well
while he was my supervisor in university and I’ve
yet to meet an individual with his breadth and
depth of knowledge, combined with his integrity.
Congratulations Steve!
Western Canada
Section – Strategic Meeting
In early February I attended the strategic meeting
for our Section in Calgary. My one comment is that
in all the years I’ve been involved with the Board I
think we have the best Board and strongest Committee Chairs yet. The future is looking good.
Did you know Puerto Rico is a commonwealth
of the United States. It is an interesting mix of
America (all the same stores / restaurants / US
Dollar) but is very strongly Spanish influenced.
It has the only rain forest in North America,
some spectacular caves (Camuy) and has
the most bioluminescent (natural glowing
organisms in the water) in the world.
If anyone has any questions about AWWA
please feel free to contact me at 780-412-7825
or sthomas@epcor.ca.
Water is for Life!
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WCS AWWA Report

Where’s the snow?
By Barry Williamson, Chair, Western Canada Section AWWA

If you are wondering what the
title has to do with my article, the answer is
‘nothing!’ I just couldn’t think of anything else!
This time of year, the WCSAWWA has its
annual Strategic Planning session, which usually
involves reviewing the past year’s achievements
against the Strategic Plan and noting if the Plan
is being met and where adjustments should
be made. However, every three or four years,
the Board goes through a two-day session
reviewing and modifying the Plan to ensure it is
still relevant and that the goals are measurable
and achievable.
This year’s Strategic Planning session
was held on February 2 and 3 in Calgary at
the City’s Water Centre. Our Section Services
Representative, Gary Sullivan, made the trip
from AWWA’s head office in Denver to facilitate
the Planning session. The session proved to be
very productive as the WCS AWWA completely
revised its Strategic Plan to align with AWWA’s
Strategic Plan. I think the new Plan is more
focused and will guide the WCS AWWA Board
and Committee’s in achieving their goals.
The meeting is the only meeting that is
also attended by our committee chairs, and
I am proud to report that our committees
are working hard to communicate the
mission of WCS AWWA; bring educational
opportunities to the membership; and actively

www.kgsgroup.com
Winnipeg, MB

Regina, SK

engage young professionals across the three
western provinces. We can never thank
enough the volunteers that make up these
committees (and the Board). Please ensure
you watch for mailings and check our website
(www.wcsawwa.net) for future networking
events, training seminars, water related news
and if you would like to be an active member by
volunteering on one of our committees.
To coincide with our Board meetings, we
typically have a networking event to get the
membership out into a social atmosphere to
meet other professionals in the industry. The
networking event also gives the membership
a chance to meet the volunteers that make up
the WCS AWWA Board and Committees. This
year’s networking event was held at the Craft
Beer Market and was attended by over 100
water professionals. A Water For People silent
auction was also held at the event and it raised
over $1,900 for the cause. Thank you to all
that organized the event and also to those that
attended and contributed to Water For People.
As the Chair of WCS AWWA, I also attended
the WCW Board meeting that was held at the
end of January. As the representative for our
Constituent Organization, I brought with me
a couple of requests that I felt would benefit
our members. The first request was for the
WCW Board to consider sharing the revenues

Water and Wastewater Treatment
Water Quality Management
Water Resources
Environmental Monitoring & Reporting
Environmental Assessment / Audits
Industrial & Municipal Pollution
Prevention Facilities
Civil / Structural
Mechanical – piping,
materials handling & HVAC
Electrical & Automation
Hydrogeology

Thunder Bay, ON
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Mississauga, ON

Calgary Networking Event
generated from the annual Conference to COs to
assist in their financial sustainability. The second
request was for the WCW Board to review the
levy applied to each member and considering
reducing and/or eliminating it, especially for
those members who have memberships in more
than one CO. I was happy to see that the WCW
Board was receptive to these requests and that
they would be considered further.
Finally, planning for this year’s WCW
Conference is in full swing and members of
the WCS AWWA are actively participating in
the planning activities. I am looking forward to
another successful conference in a city that is
‘Fuelled by Passion.’
Go Jets Go!

Water and waste water main inspections
Call 1-780-469-4463, info@picacorp.com
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WEF Report

Strategic Plan,
a fly-in and much, much more
Ross Webster, WEF Director

After only five months on the job, I’m
feeling a little overwhelmed! The constant is
change. What’s new you ask?
1) Strategic Plan – has been unveiled
(February) and the new Mission Statement says
it all – Provide bold leadership, champion
innovation, connect water professionals
and leverage knowledge to support clean
and safe water worldwide.
The Critical Objectives are:
•
Drive Innovation in the Water Sector;
•
Enrich the Expertise of Global Water
Professionals;
•
Increase Awareness of the Value of Water.
In order to drive these initiatives forward, the
WEF Board of Trustees has also been re-vamped
with the following changes:
• Open nomination process for Board of
Trustees Members;
• Reinvent the WEF Nominating Committee;

•

Reduce the size of the Board
from 17 to 11 voting members.
I encourage you to visit the website, check
out the new Strategic Plan and jump on
board!
2) WEF – AWWA Fly-in March 7-8
The WEF and AWWA will once again join
forces to strengthen the voice of the entire
water community on Capitol Hill with their
second annual WEF-AWWA ‘Water Matters’
Fly-in with congressional meetings over the
two days. The event is intended to assemble
delegations from each state that represents a
cross-section of the water community.
3) WEFMAX Meetings
Over the next couple of months, four meetings will take place for all the delegates and
other MA (Member Association) participants
across Canada and the US. The focus is four

discussion topics (three topics selected from
input from all MAs and the fourth topic decided
on by each host MA). Topics include:
•
Succession Planning and Volunteer Training;
•
Influencing Public Policy;
•
Becoming Financially Stable.
Host MA:
•
Arizona - Our Success – Contractor
Committee – Qualification
Based Selection of Contractors
•
Fayetteville – Membership
•
Baltimore – Stormwater
•
Indianapolis – Development of a Program
or Training Session
4) Biosolids Recycling
and Resource Recovery
The Board of Trustees has approved a revised
position statement that calls for innovative
and beneficial use of biosolids. The statement
expands on existing support of land
application by encouraging a comprehensive
approach to wastewater treatment and solids
management that ensures the recycling and
recovery of all associated resources, including
water, nutrients, organic matter and energy.
(“As a natural byproduct of wastewater
treatment, WEF recognizes that biosolids is
a renewable resource that is too valuable to
waste, given our growing needs for renewable
energy and sustainability,” said WEF Executive
Director Jeff Eger.)
5) Upcoming Events:
•
Residuals & Biosolids
2012 – March 25-28 in Raleigh, NC
•
Stormwater Symposium
2012 – July 19-20 in Baltimore, MD
•
WCW Annual Conference
Sept. 18 – 21 in Winnipeg, MB
•
WEFTEC 2012
Sept. 29 – Oct. 3 in New Orleans, LA
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AWWOA Report

Closer to Home
to assist rural communities
Jim Hepler, AWWOA Director

The Alberta Water & Wastewater
Operators Association is moving ahead with
an initiative called Closer to Home. The Rural
Alberta Development Fund and AWWOA
are contributing the funding, with Alberta
Environment and Water and AWWOA also
making in-kind contributions. Closer to
Home is directed at addressing some of the
workforce and other capacity issues that face
smaller communities in Alberta, which include
attraction and retention problems that are all
too common in rural areas, the general aging
of the workforce due to Canada’s demographic
profile, and the difficulties of providing
appropriate education where it is needed.
When we think about education in our
field, the first thing that generally comes to
mind is operator education. AWWOA is, I
believe, a leader in that field, and we continue
to move forward. Early in March we will
hold a several two-day workshops (called
DACUMs) to help us develop curriculum for
our foundational courses, which we will
revise and upgrade as part of our Closer to
Home commitment. The project will also
pioneer community education for private
small systems including water well and
septic systems for farmers, acreage owners,
community halls, etc.
There is another aspect of education that
is not always foremost in people’s minds
when they think about the people responsible
for our water and wastewater systems. I am
speaking here of Municipal Councillors. Often
people who run for Council have public issues
in mind that they want to work on, such as
parks, pools, skating rinks, recreation centres,
or even more nuts and bolts concerns such
as snow removal, or municipal tax rates. All
too often though, they are not aware of all of
the many issues and responsibilities they will
take on with regard to our drinking water and
wastewater systems.
Click here to return to Table of Contents

To that end, the provincial department of
Alberta Environment and Water has put together
a guidebook for members of municipal councils
outlining their duties and responsibilities with
regard to water and wastewater. The guidebook
explains Alberta Environment and Water’s multibarrier approach to safe drinking water and gives
an overview of the Environmental Protection
and Enhancement Act in regard to water and
wastewater matters. It provides some questions
that elected officials should be able to answer

about their community systems and points them
in the direction of resources, including their own
operators who can help them understand what
they need to know. The guidebook discusses
waterworks management topics, approvals
and registrations, risk management, the role of
public health officers, and operator certification
requirements, legal responsibilities and a great
deal more. This will be a major help to our
elected officials in their need to understand
the scope of their involvement with our water
systems. The guidebook, which represents Alberta
Environment and Water’s in kind contribution
to Closer to Home, will be released at the
upcoming Annual Seminar in Banff, to be held
March 12 to 16.
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MWWA Report

A record conference in Brandon!
Dale Scott, MWWA Chair

Hello again. I’m writing this for spring
and today is a cool -23 C. But what a winter so
far! This takes so much pressure off the flood
forecast; let’s say it will be a perfect spring.
If I am wrong, I will be like any other political
person and say I was misquoted.
From our early January Conference we have
two new board members: Danielle Vaillant
from the RM of Macdonald (Sanford) and Kevin
Woychyshyn from the City of Brandon. Welcome
aboard! And farewell to two exceptional Board
members who left us this year, Mike Heppner from
the City of Steinbach and David Epler from the RM
of Macdonald, we really appreciate all of the work
that you put in while on the Board of Directors.
Thank you also to our Conference sponsors
and all of the suppliers who participated in
the 2012 Trade Show. This year’s winners of
MWWA awards were: Rookie of the Year –
Mark Wiltsey, City of Brandon; Operator of the
Year – Richard Bezdietny, RM of Gimli; Lorne
Sayer Award – Trevor Richardson; Supplier of
the Year – Flocor Inc.

Our Brandon Conference is now the
conference to beat. A record delegate
attendance of 310 was set, and we had 80
booths in the Trade Show. It was nice to see
Directors and members from the Office of
Drinking Water and Manitoba Conservation
stay and take part. We even had Morley drop
by. It was also nice to see all the new faces,
and say “Hi” to some who have left the Board,
like Don Todorovich from Roblin. It was also
great to see operators attending from some of
the many Hutterian colonies throughout the
province who we welcome to come by and
join up.
They tried hard, but they couldn’t tie the
rope tight enough to keep Dean Gunnerson,
our banquet entertainer, from escaping.
That man is amazing, and is now known in
many parts of the world as “World’s Greatest
Escape Artist.”
We are already working on our next
Conference set for February 3-6, 2013 in Winnipeg. Our goal is to have more operator-driven
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papers. Our city (Selkirk) has already proposed
two, one on wastewater prescreening and UV
and the second is “What does it cost to have a
poor engineer.” We’ve actually had an engineer
who has offered to assist with this paper. I
believe it is all about accountability. We as
operators have to be accountable, so we should
expect the same from all we deal with. Who
knows our plants better than us, and what we
truly want to see at the end of the day?
The Province of Manitoba has just
announced a Cabinet shuffle with Manitoba
Conservation and Manitoba Water Stewardship coming together under one ministry. The
new Minister of this combined department will
be Gord Mackintosh. We’ll miss former Water
Stewardship Minister, Christine Melnick, and
wish her well in her new portfolio.
A past chair pin was presented to Al
Jamieson, the MWWA Chair in 1979-1980.
It was nice to meet him and hear how things
were when he was active in the MWWA. I loved
when he told us part of his old job was to wind
the town clock. Why does that not surprise us?
Thanks to all the people who volunteered at
our conference. Welcome and thanks to Terra,
and, as usual, Iva pulls it all together for us.
A ‘special thanks’ go to Randy Antoniuk
and Calle Behnke, who visited from SWWA, our
‘sister organization’ from the ‘other side’ of the
border. It was a pleasure to sit and discuss what
we have tried and where we see each organization heading. We were sorry to see Alberta’s
chair unable to make it to Brandon.
Thanks again to the Mayor and the people
of Brandon who made us welcome. It is the
beginning of a new year. I will not say I’ll lose
weight, though I probably should; and I won’t
say not say I’ll quit drinking, because I probably
won’t; but I will say I’ll continue to do my best
for our organization to produce even better
training to create more experienced and wiser
Operators. Until next issue.
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MSSA Report

Looking forward to Finding Nemo
Paul Ferreira, MSSA Chair

Having recently gotten back from a
mid-year board meeting, I must say that we
have some very intelligent and caring individuals on our board. They exhibit professionalism
and their vision will help shape our association
into something better. An association that best
represents its members and ensures, that collectively, our issues and concerns are dealt with.
We discussed a number of issues that were
raised during our 2011 AGM and are working
strategically to address each of them. Those that
attend our 2012 AGM will have the opportunity
to voice their opinions and evoke change.
Planning for the 2012 WCW Conference in
Winnipeg is well underway. The trade show’s
layout has been determined for some time and
booth sales are off to a good start. Please visit the
website to select your booth and register on line.
This year we have decided on a Finding
Nemo theme for our evening tradeshow. We
are going to change things up a bit. We will be
going away from one large prize to offering several smaller ones. Simply, more people will have
the opportunity to win something. Exhibitors
will have a number of ‘break-open’ tickets that
they will distribute to delegates who enter their
booths. Many of these will be instant winners,
while others will have one half of a ‘Finding
Nemo’ character. Collect these tickets to make
a complete character and for each of these complete figures you’ll receive an additional ballot
into draws for select other prizes.
MSSA will also have the famous clown fish
flying overhead. Locate these guys and you’ll
find a representative that can answer your
questions regarding the contests taking place
that evening.
Water For People will also have draws
taking place during the conference. I encourage
our members and attending delegates to help
support this worthwhile cause.
We are currently accepting nominations for
the John McClure Award. Please take the time
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to put forth the name of an individual that
you feel represents the essence of this award.
The board looks forward to reviewing your
nomination and selecting this year’s recipient.

I would like to thank our members for
their continuing support; it is this support
that ensures MSSA will remain successful in
representing its members. Thank you.

Xylem is a world leader in the design, manufacturing and application of highly engineered
technologies for the water industry. We are 12,000 people unified in a common purpose:
creating innovative solutions to global water challenges. We know this is only achieved
when partnering closely with our customers. xylemwatersolutions.com/ca.
Calgary
403.279.8371

WestCanWater half-pg Xylem Earth.indd 1

Edmonton
780.489.1961

Saskatoon
306.933.4849

Winnipeg
204.235.0050
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Reach our ADVERTISERS

Please support our ADVERTISERS. It is gOOD BUSINESS.
COMPANY
Anthrafilter Media Ltd.
Assiniboine Injections Ltd.
Associated Engineering Group Ltd.
AWI (Anthratech Western Ltd.)
Barr Plastics Inc.
BioMaxx WasteWater Solutions Inc.
Border Chemical Company Limited
Bullée Consulting Ltd.
Camrose Flight Center
Cleartech Industries Inc.
DCL Siemens Engineering Ltd.
Degremont Technologies - Infilco
Delco Automation Inc.
Denso North America Inc.
Fabco Plastics Western Limited
GENIVAR Inc.
Greyline Instruments Inc.
Hach Sales & Service Canada Ltd.
Inland Pipe
Interprovincial Corrosion Control Company Ltd.
IPEX Inc.
Itron Canada, Inc.
Jelcon Equipment Ltd.
Kemira Water Solutions Canada, Inc.
KGS Group Consulting Engineers
Lystek International Inc.
Mequipco Ltd.
Nelson Environmental Inc.
NETZSCH Canada, Inc.
PAX Water Technologies
Pica Corp.
Pollardwater.com
Ron’s Plumbing & Heating (1980) Ltd.
Sanitherm, A Clean Harbours Company
Sapphire Water International Corp.
Simark Controls Ltd.
SJE-Rhombus Controls
Smith & Loveless Inc.
Smith Cameron Pump Solutions
SRP Control Systems Ltd.
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(306) 477-2822
(780) 672-1810
(800) 387-7503
(780) 486-2000
(804) 756-7600
(888) 244-6449
(780) 449-4060
(780) 451-0238
(204) 477-6650
(613) 938-8956
(780) 449-1310
(204) 336-5002
(905) 634-7751
(204) 633-3111
(905) 593-1702
(604) 885-2956
(800) 465-6171
(306) 584-7071
(226) 444-0186
(800) 663-9035
(888) 426-8180
(866) 683-7867
(866) 729-6493
(780) 468-6800
(425) 861-8755
(306) 236-5625
(888) 821-5451
(403) 537-8470
(800) 565-7431
(888) 342-5753
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sales@delco-water.com
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rperreault@fabcoplastics.com
Bill.Brant@genivar.com
Marlene@greyline.com
dhoyle@hach.com
Derek.Light@LehighHanson.com
contact@rustrol.com
alatho@ipexinc.com
Sheila.Kee@itron.com
elaine@jelcon.com
Manuel.Moreau@kemira.com
lfisher@kgsgroup.com
kevinl@lystek.com
contactus@mequipco.com
kvieira@nelsonenvironmental.com
Diane.Balcerczyk@netzsch.com
info@paxwater.com
drussell@picacorp.com
briand@pollardwater.com
ron.ph@sasktel.net
mccourt.kathy@sanitherm.com
info@sapphire-water.ca
sales@simark.com
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dritter@smithandloveless.com
tkramer@smithcameron.com
pjohnson@srpcontrol.com
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www.barrplastics.com
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www.borderchemical.com
www.camroseflightcenter.net
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www.degremont-technologies.com
www.delco-water.com
www.densona.com
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COMPANY
Stantec Consulting
Swoffer Instruments, Inc.
Terratec Environmental Ltd.
Trojan Technologies Inc.
Veolia Water Solutions Canada
WD Industrial Group
Weir Minerals Canada
Westcan Wireless
Wolseley Canada - Engineered Pipe Group
Xylem Inc.
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(780) 917-7000
(206) 575-0160
(905) 544-0444
(519) 457-3400
(905) 286-4846
(204) 896-1333
(403) 291-9675
(780) 732-7520
(204) 633-7213
(914) 641-2160

edmonton@stantec.com
sales@swoffer.com
Jeff.Weber@amwater.com
info@trojanuv.com
salescanada@veoliawater.com
bpooles@groupwd.com
nhenn@weiramericas.com
kdyck@westcanwireless.com
sebastien.laplante@wolseleyinc.ca
raymond.simond@xyleminc.com

www.stantec.com
www.swoffer.com
www.terratec.amwater.com
www.trojanuv.com
www.veoliawaterst.ca
www.groupwd.com
www.weirminerals.com
www.westcanwireless.com
www.wolseleyinc.ca
www.xyleminc.com

To reach water industry professionals in
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, NWT
and Nunavut through Western Canada
Water magazine and its targeted
readership, please contact me.

Aran Lindsay, Sales Manager
Ph: 1-866-985-9789
Fax: 1-866-985-9799
aran@kelman.ca

Published for WCW by:

CAMROSE FLIGHT CENTER
A Division Of 1025854 Alberta Ltd.

YOUR CERTIFIED METER READERS
Our aircraft are equipped with antennae that are
specially designed to read Itron meters from the air.
-

Our aircraft are commercially maintained and registered.
Our antennae have an approved installation.
Our pilots courteous and experienced.
And most of all - our customers are HAPPY.

To find out how we can save you time and money by reading your meters call 780.672.1810

Ask about our Air Taxi Service

www.camroseflightcenter.net
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Why swim with
all the other fish?

IPEX Municipal Water Systems...innovation at its best!

FPVC Pressure Pipe

pvco Pressure Pipe

pex water service tubing

✓ Available in CIOD & IPS
sizes 4" to 36"

✓ Molecularly Enhanced

✓ Corrosion Resistant
✓ Lightweight & Flexible

✓ Achieves higher flow rates

✓ 2X Stronger
✓ 3X Tougher

✓ Jobsite Safe

✓ 2X More Flexible

✓ Fewer Connections

✓ Connects directly to existing PVC systems for material consistency

✓ Code Compliant

✓ Use standard CIOD or IPS
fittings

Municipal PipingSystems
Tough Products for Tough Environments ®

Products manufactured by IPEX Inc.
Bionax®, IPEX FusibleTM and Blue904® are trademarks of IPEX Branding Inc.
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ACIDS
ALKALI
BIO-ENZYMES
BLOWER & VACUUM SYSTEMS
CHEMICAL FEED / METERING PUMPS
CHLORINE HANDLING
COAGULANTS & FLOCCULENTS
DE-CHLORINATION
DISINFECTANTS
FILTER MEDIA
INHIBITORS

ClearTech Covers the World of Water
INSTRUMENTATION
LAB SUPPLY
MEMBRANE CHEMICALS
MEMBRANES
MIXERS
OXIDANTS
SCALES
TANKS
ULTRAVIOLET

1-800-387-7503

|

www.cleartech.ca
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